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·universities vie for ·politicians
As universities compete for state dolkirs

are beginning to tap politicians for
their presidencies.
·
Fbrmer New Je~ey governor
Thomas Kean serves as president
of Drew University in New Jersey.
they do not possess the clout or Fbrmer U.S. Senator Bob Kerrey
fundraising :Pow:er ·of politicians. In leads New School University in
a time when states grapple ·with Manhattan, N.Y The University of
shaky economies and a shortage of · Oklahoma considered former U.S.
qualified ~u~tors, ·universities Senator Phil Gramm for its presi-

many turn to politicians fo_r leadership :
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-In higher education. educators
may m~e the best presidents, but
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.. Gay rights laws
• take shape in city, -~·
• Will UCF be next? .
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This web site, developed by

In:tlexxion, Inc., a company that
specializes. in interactive health
communications, is paid by universities to help· make students more
aware of the consequenoos associated with binge drinking.
JOE HARLESS
SfAFF WRITER
Universities gain access to it
through a school code assigned to
• UcFsREACHprogramiscur- them bythe Site.
.
" ., ,rently.~~ra~~!l~~rq. _ ..... ,,_,.Tu,~ ~Q~an, coordinator
to counselfug sttid~ts on alcono ..., _of fi.J.e Drilg ~~·.A}mhol Reso~ ·
abuse via the Internet.
_
....
.. ~ · : c- :
The web slte;··~MyStudent
P~usE SEE Counselors ON 3
Body.com, is cmrently beiiig used
on an expe:rfrnental basis .
at 24 colleges and

,..

~

campus.
Nationwide, 323 colleges and universities have
sexual · orientation protections in place, including
Rollins College in Wmter Park.
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univers:lties throughout the nation.

interactive approach wiO
convince students to learn
about akoholabuse
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Politicians ON 5

student drinking

Last month a·gay rights crusade finally subsided
when lawmakers voted to extend equal rights to
Orlando citizens. Now UCF's gay community hopes
their quest for an anti-discrimination policy will be

·~

PLEASE SEE
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Counselors hope

Currently, no anti-discrimination policy exists at
UCF that protects professors, faculty or students from
discrimination based on sexual-orientation, since
UCF and other state institutions are not breached by
city laws. But the issue may be the first thing to dom-inate the university's ·Faculty Senate meeting later
this month.
Michael Mullins, chair of the Faculty §enate, said
tha.t he expects the issue to be brought up in meetings
sometime early this semester, although "no faculty
has raised this as an iSsue so far." Mullins said that
while he was "not sure of the sentiments of the ·overall faculty," he was oortain that some members qf the
senate would bring the issue to the floor.
Although the senate cannot unilaterally change
or create an anti-discrimination policy, it has the ability to make rerommendations to UCF President John
Hitt regarding what would be in the best interest of
the university.
But its recommendation alone may not be
enough to convinoo Hitt to pass such an ordinanee.
Hitt told The Future in a previous interview that he
didn't see a demonstrative need for a protection policy.
It is unclear what the president's position on the
·issue is following the city's decision to include a sexual orientation protection policy and he did not return
phone mlls or e-mails before presstime,
H the F8.culty Senate decides to pass a resolution
for-a protection policy, the process could take as long
as three months to pass through the senate and on to
Hitt. The first Faculty Senate meeting of the semester
will be Jan. 23.
·
Even if such a resolution passes, it is still unclear
if Hitt has the authority to change UCF' s anti-discrimination policy on his own. The change may have to be
facilitated-by the State Board of Governors, the new
governing body that oversees all Florida universities .
"It oortainly would be a visible show that the university is in support of no ·discrimination based on
sexual orientation," said Joshua Smith: 20, a member
of the Gay and Lesbian Bisexual Student Union on

dents.
Florida State University's
selection of former State Legislator
T.K Wetherell to serve as its 13th
pres\dent reflects the growing
impoRtance of political connections
in ~rsity presidencies.
Fb~ years, universities have

Web ..site aims to curtail

CARY GR.AYSON

-

dency.
In Florida, politicians are stepping into presidential positions at
universities as well. The University
of Miami tapped former Secretary
of Health and Human Services,
Donna Shalala, as its president in
2001. Now, three of the state's 11
public universities may soon have
former politicians as their presi-
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Amigos restaurant is
holding a fundrasier
for Diane Sudia Jan. 9
at 8 p.m.
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Big bargain lands big arrest

National Briefs
joe' brings in 19 million viewers

•.

The most watched new-series debut of the
2002-03 'IV season was Monday night's unveiling
of ':Joe Millionaire," the Fbx reality show in which
20 women vie for the heart of a hunky bachelor
they've been told recently inherited a rool $50 million.
In the former '1\lly McBeal" time slot, ':Joe
Millionaire"· soored a whopping 19 million viewers. At its peak, during its second half-horn; ~:JM''
oopped more than 20 million viewers.
_ Of oourse the joke on ':Joe Millionaire" is that
Evan Marriott, aka Evan Wallace, isn't really a
multimillionaire. He's a 28-year-old oonstruction
worker who scrapes by on a mere $19,000 a year
- exoopt when he makes an extra thou or so
modeling skimpy leather underwear for a
California oompany.
·
Excluding NBC's Thursday night-where,
sandwiched among that network's monster hits,
even the dreariest debut is assured a huge number - Monday night's ':Joe Millionaire" is the
highest-rated premiere among 18-to-49-year-olds
on any network in three years. ·
-

Saint Leo U. offers iBooks to
professors and students

Jobs tantalizes Macwor1d cro\\'.d

•

Declaring 2003 ''the year of the laptop" for
Apple Computer Inc., Chief Executive Steve Jobs
unveiled a pair of new PowerBook notebook oomputers Tuesday as he kicked off the Macworld
trade show in San Francisoo.
One of them is the industry's first lapt-op to
sport a 17-inch screen, borrowed from Apple's
iMac desktop oomputer. The 17-inch PowerBook
G4 oomes with a SuperDrive, which can read and
reoord CDs and DVDs, a FireWire oonnection for
high-speed wireless networking, and a keyboard
with letters that light up automatically in the dark.
It weighs 6.8 pounds and will carry a prim t.ag of
$3,299.

•

Jesse Maali's Big Bargain
World gift shops in Orlando,
Fla., have helped make him
wealthy. He was recently
arrested on moneylaundering charges. Muslim
leaders believe he is being
targeted because of his
support for charitable
groups alleged by U.S.
authoritjes to be conduits
for terrorism.

.

The other new PowerBook G4 bas a 12-inch
screen, making it the smallest full-function laptop
on the market, Jobs said It will sell for $1,799, or
$1,999 with the SuperDrtve.
.
Jobs also announced Apple's first Internet
browser, dubbed Safari, and a host of other new
software programs and upgrades, news of which
®d ~kept m:d~~tight~. - . ;:- But it's laptops that Jobs sees as the wave of
the future. During his nearly two-hour presentauon. the CEO said he wants to boost sales of
Apple's entry-level iBook and high-end
PowerBook tomputers.

•

Travel web sites offering more flexibility

•

More people are grabbiilg their ooln.puter
mioo instead of the phone to buy.travel-these days
as Web sites roll out products aimed at simulating
the personal touch of traditional agents.
The number of Americans -who researched
trips on the Internet grew only slightly last ye,a.r, to
about 64 million, reflecting a leveling off of wired
households, areording to the Travel Industry
Assooiation of America. But more than 39 million
did more than look. They booked. That figure was
up 25 perrent from 2001, the association says.
The leap was remarkable in a year when so
much of the travel industry, battered by post-Sept.
1fs~ell-shock and a rocky eoonomy; lost ground
The reasons for the growth include soaring
servioo fees by of:fline agents trying to offset lost
airline oommissions; cost-conscious leisure ti;avelei's looking for a bargfiln;. the migration of
strapped business fliers to the Web; growing oomfort with buying products online; bonuses offered
J.:>y afrlines for online booking, and the reoont tendency to book at the last minute, when the nimbleness of the Internet can be an advantagB.
Jn the last ye,a.r, about two-thirds of U.S.
adults planned at least one of their vacations within tworweeks of departing on it, the TIA reported.
As for eoonomic worries, Americans are more
negative than ever about being able to afford a
plrnsure trip, another TIA survey showed.
-Wmpiled by /(jjsta Ii/ii

Counselors us.e web site in
conjunction with other techniques
FROM PAGE

' Center at the University of
Florida, found out about the
site through e-mail. His oonter
paid for UF students to have
access to the site for a year.
The UF trial began last
September.
"It's a guod tool to have,"
Glassman said. "Students gu
to the Internet first and the
site deals with aloohol and
things associated with it."
Brooke Williams, coordinator of alcohol and other
drugs for UCF's REACH program, said she is planning to
sign up to use the web site or
one like it in oonjunction with
other oounseling techniques.
"Online learning is just a
piece of the puzzle," Williams
said.
The web site provides
information based on data
provided by each user.
Responses and information
about alcohol abuse and possible consequences, such as
contracting sexually transmitted diseases, are created
speCifically for each individual user.
Instead of preaching the
dangers of drinking or
attempting to cram statistics
down students' throats, the
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site takes a non-biased
approach and presents the
students with information so
they can consider their
options and make their own
decisions.
By adjusting the level of
aid for each student, the web
site offers a more versatile
approach to prevent aloohol
abuse instead of treating each
case the same way.
A study among 260 students with binge-drinking
tendencies sh9wed that the
web site was most effective in
oonvincing students to drink
less oompared to other alcohol abuse web sites , the
Chronicle

Higher

MyStudentBody.com is
one of the sites REACH is currently considering using to
help them upgr\;l.de their
Alcohol and Drug Awareness
and Prevention Training program (ADAPI').
Williams hopes to
include a web site like
MyStudentBody.oom to make
the ADAPT program more
interactive and accessible
when it is reintroduced on
Feb. 1. CtµTently, no web sites
are being used in the ADAPI'
program to help educate college students about the oon-
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sequences of aloohol abuse.
"Right now all we use is
an interactive CD-ROM,''
Williams said
This program allows students to view and explore various scenarios associated
with alcohol, but Williams
said REACH wants to use
more u~to-date techniques to
educate students.
School counselors say
that part of the effectiveness
of the web site is the anonymity it offer students because it
allows them to complete the
educational course in the privacy of their own homes.
Nevertheless, Williams
still does not believe this will
become the only method of
treating and educating students about alcohol abuse.
"The site shouldn't take
the place of a mandatory
instructor,"
class
and
Williams said "They should
be used in conjunction with
one another. There is no cureall for these cases sinoo each
one is different."
Although the site is not a
substitute for peer educators,
it does supplement education
efforts, Glassman said
"It's not a question of
which is better, but of what
else you can use to help."

Co-Pueuslfl!R ...................... ,....Heissam}ebailey
Co-Pulltislfl!R .................................Brian Linden
MANAGING EDITOR .............................Krista Zilizi

.

In recent years, many institutions that had · embraced
Macintoshes have moved to diversify their on-campus computing.
Saint Leo University, near Tampa;
Fla., is bucking the trend, offering
an iBook laptop to every inoorrrlng
residential student and full-time
faculty member.
Sofar, 850
students and St. Leo U.,
professors have Florida
received
the - - - - computers, which run software including Microsoft Office and
Virtual PC - that the university
purd\i.ases through site licenses.
The iBooks also are equipped. to
conn~t to the campus's wireless
netwoilk. Fbr students, the cost is
factored into their room-and-board
expenses; they return the computers at the end of the academic year.
Students who complete two
years of work in the university's
honors program are given the
machines to keep.

Penn.to pay $2.9 million to
vetennary professor
The Pennsylvania Supreme
Court last week ordered the
University of Pennsylvania to pay
$2.9-million to a tenured veterinary
professor who sued the university
for violating his employment contract and destroying his cancerresearch program.
In a 3-to-2
ruling,
the U. of
Supreme Court Pennsylvania
reversed
an
appeals-court
decision that threw out a $5-million
trial-court verdict in favor of Jorge
E Ferrer, 71, a longtime professor of
veterinary medicine at Penn. But
the Supreme Court cut the jury
award to $2.9 million, saying that
was the most the evidence justified.
Dr. Ferrer, a physician and
biologist, sued the university following a 1990 incident in which he was
disciplined for allegedly behaving
negligently during a research
experiment.
The professor's staff members
injected a group of lambs with
HTLV-1, a cancer-causing virus
similar to HIV that can be transmitted through bodily fluids. The lambs
were kept in a flock of animals at ·
the veterinary school's New Bolton
Center, a farm outside Philadelphia
used for teaching and research.
A controversy arose after the
veterinarian in charge of the animals, without Dr. Ferrer's knowledge, permitted a group of children
who were visiting the oonter to pet
the lambs. And although the lambs
had tags on their ears, making it
clear they were being used in a
medical experiment, veterinary
students were permitted to perform
invasive procedures, including castration, on the lambs.
A university oommittee, made
up of three professors appointed by
the dean of the veterinary schooi
investigRted those incidents and
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UCF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

As a student member of the UCF Alumni Association
you can get involved, meet other spirited UCF students,
start networking with UCF alumni and
begin making those lifelong connections today.
Be part of one of UCF's largest organizations on campus.
Students Today-Alumni.Forever!

For more information visit
www.ucfalumni.com or call
(407) UCF-ALUM

l!!ilt l)_NIVERSITY WRITING CENTER
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"Because Writers Need Readers"

*Undergraduates * Graduates * Honors in the Major * Student Athletes*
*Pegasus Program* Business Writers* Creative Writers* Education*

Got Writing?
- Robert Morein was working towards his doctorate when he was dismissed after asking for a new adviser.

·Doctoral student takes
intellectual property
·case to Supreme Court
L.

STUART DITZEN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

PHILADELPHIA - Even
the professors who dismissed
him from a doctoral program at
Drexel University agreed that
Robert Morein was uncommonly
smart.
They apparently didn't r~al
ize that he was uncommo:Illy
stubborn, too - so much so that
he would mount a court fight all
the way to the U.S. Supreme
Court to challenge his dismissal.
"It's a personality trait I
have. I'm a tenacious guy," said
Morein, a pleasantly eccentric
man regarded by friends as an
inventive genius. ''And we do
come to a larger issue here."
A five-year legal battle
between this unusual ex-student
and one of Philadelphia's premier educational institutions
has gone largely unnoticed by
the media and the public.
But it has been the subject
of much attention in academia.
Drexel says it dismissed
Morein in 1995 because he
failed, after eight years, to complete a thesis required for a doctorate in electrical and computer
engineering.
Morein, 50, of Dresher, Pa.,

contends that he was dismissed
only after his thesis adviser
"appropriated" an innovative
idea Morein had developed in a
rarefied area of thought called
"estimation
theory"
and
arranged to have it patented.
In
February
2000,
Philadelphia Common Pleas
Court Judge Esther R. Sylvester
ruled that Morein' s adviser
indeed had taken his idea.
Sylvester held that Morein
had been unjustly dismissed and
she ordered Drexel to reinstate
him or refund his tuition.
That brought roars of
protest from the lions of academia. There is a long tradition in
America of noninterference by
the courts in academic deci-

sions.
Backed by every major university in Pennsylvania and
organizations
representing
thousands of others around the
country, Drexel appealed to the
state Superior Court.
The appellate court, by a 21 vote, reversed Sylvester in
June 2001 and restored the status quo. Morein was, once again,
out at Drexel. And the time-honored axiom that courts ought to
keep their noses out of academic
affairs was reasserted.
The state Supreme Court
declined to review the case and,
in an ordinary litigation, that
would have been the end of it.
PLEASE SEE
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Politicians improve public relations
politician as a president. "The uni- lead and fill their vacancies with
versities receive funding from the politicians. FAU wants Lieutenant
occasionally selected former politi- state," Gray said. "If someone has · Governor Frank BrogRn to become
. cians to lead them, but in the cur-. served in .government, -they have its president after BrogRn's inaugutent ~nomic climate, in which copnections, but they also know ration this week UNF is considering
many states face budget crises, and how the system works, and how to Jacksonville Mayor John Delaney
universities must compete_ with get money from the government."
for their next president after his
each other for dwindling·amounts of
Although faculty woUJ.d gener- mayor.al term ends June 30. .
money, some universities are turn- ally prefer to have an educator serve
Gray and Mullens agree that
ing to politicians 'to lead them as president, Mark Smith; the direc- universities, when possible, should ·
through the murky financial times.tor of govermrient relations for the choose candidates with .both. politiUCF faculty and administra- American Association of University cal and education experience.
tion members understand the Professors, says that _politicians can "Ideally; what you'd waµt is somedesire to have politically connected make great presidents if they under- one who is a good leader and has
presidents.
Faculty
Senate stand that the job means more than connections, and has an academic
President Michael Mullens said that raising money.
background," Gray said.
public university presidents need
"Political connections allow a
At UCF, President John Hitt is a
political connections to succeed.
university president to more effec- politician in· liis own right, fi:;wulty
"I think the political oonnec-· tively deal with state government," members say.
tions themselves are critical to a Smith said.
Although Hitt does not have the
successful
university
"[Politiciaris] understand how political experience of Wetherell or
president. ..because we are a public to i:inprove the public relations of the Delaney, Gray said he knows how to
body and we depend on public fund- university," Smith said. ''.Assuming PlfY the politiCal game. "·Dr. Hitt
ing," Mullens said.
that they understand the education- m~tains 'excellent relationships
Because state universities rely al mission of universities, political with the governor and legislators,"
on public funding, they make as connections can complement that." she 1 said. "Because ·he's been
many political oonnections as possi''.As a general rule, , faculty around a long time, he knows the .
ble. ''All state universities benefit would like to see presidents of uni- players, and they know and respect
from political connections," UCF versities understand the university," · him."
spokeswom!ID Linda Gray said.
Smith said "Long ago, .the road was
Mullens calls the president a .
''All [Florida state] universities to serve as faculty, then chancellor, leader who balances the responsihave lobbyists," Gray said. "Many then president."
bilities of president and politician
have lobbyists . not only in
Wetherell has those qualifica- idyllically.
Tallahassee, but also in Washington. tions, having served in the Florida
"If I had my choice [for a presIt's important that you have those State Legislature, as a lobbyist and ident], it would be an educator With
relationships."
as president of Tallahassee a full understanding of the political
Gray said politicians bring Community College for six years.
process, and ~- Hitt is an excellent
more than leadership to the table
"He certainly is a very astute example of that," he said. ·
when they serve as university presi- man, and he should do a fine job,"
As evidence of the respect that
dents. ''.At a time when ·funding is Mullens said. "I do hope he respects ·Hitt has earned, Gray mentioned his
tight, . someone with· political pull the academic mission of the univer- recent appointment. "The governor.
oould_bring other thing's to the uni- sity."
appointed Di. Hitt to the malpractice
versity," Gray said.
Both
Florida
Atlantic task force," Gray said ''You can logGray exi}lained how public uni- University and _the University of ically assume that the governor
·versities could benefit from having a North Florida hope to follow FSU's thinks highly of him."
FROM PAGE 1
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·
found no evide~ce of misconduct ·
by Dr. Ferrer m the case. But·.
Penn administrators ~wrlsh~
Dr. Ferrer by preventing him
from oonducting or supervising
any research on - human
pathogens and · restricted his
ab~tyto oonduct_experiments on
animals for a penod of two years.

Foreign students in Colorado
charged with visa violations
At least six Middle Eastern
men enrolled in Colorado colleges have been arrested and
imprisoned 41 the past three
weeks for allegedly not taking
enough co~s to continue qualifying
as
full-time stu- U. of Colorado/
dents, in vio- Colorado State·
lation of federal visa
regulations. ,
Similar arrests have
occurred elsewhere in the country, leading some internationalstudent officials to criticize the
U.S. Department oiJustice's new
system to track foreigners entering and leaving the United
.states. College officia).s expect
more students to be jailed this
month, with another registration
deadline approaching this week
Last month, three students
at the University of Colorado at
Denver, two at the University of
Colorado at Boulder,_and one at
Colorado state University were
arrested for taking fewer than 12
credit hours, the minimum

and Naturalization Service. The
men posted $5,000 bond each _
after being.held in jail, some for
two days. In December, at least
22 men were arrested at the INS
office Santa Ana, Calif., when a
previous deadline came due.
All of the men in both states
wererespondingto orders to register with the National Security
Entry-Exit _Registration System,
or
Nseers.
Under
a
Congressional mandate, the U.S. Attorney General's office created
the system to oollect information
about nonimmigrant aliens living
in the United States. The system
has been criticized as discriminatory, particularly by Arab and
Muslim groups, because it focuses primarily on people from the
Middle East and predominantly
Muslim oountries.
Registration at local INS
offices was required by
December 16 for men over the
a@ of 16 from five countries that
the Justice Department has
declared sponsors of terrorism
- Iran, Iraq, Llbya, Sudan and
Syria. Men over 16 from
Afghanistan, Algeria, Bahrain,
Eritrea, Lebanon, Mor<>cco,
North Korea, Oman, Qatar,
Somalia, the United Arab
Emirates and Yemen must register by January 10. Pakistanis and
· Saudi Arabians have until
February 21 to register. The system will expand to track all nonimmigrant foreign residents by
2005.
--Wmpiled o/ !Vista li/izj
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No support for -action against N.-Korea
that, they would have had his
and his top advisers were discussing Bush's deputy defense secretary,
YONGBYON
head," said L. Gordon Flake,
deployment options for troops and assumed, as did the Clinton admin· 5-megawatt gas-graphite uranium
executive director of the
military equipment to South Korea istration, that North Korea had not
reactor;
operations shut down in 1994.
WASHINGTON-:-In 1994, Mansfield Center for Pacific
when
Carter called to say North yet obtained nuclear weapons. But
· 50-MW gas-graphite uranium reactor;
when the Korean Peninsula last Affairs, a public policy organizaKorean
leader Kim 11 Sung had he said the agreement did nothing to
constructwn halted in 1994.
.
faced a crisis over North Korea's tion in Washington.
agreed to the freeze. Carter urged a charige the North Korean policies
nuclear ambitions, two former
But, despite administration
resumption of dialogue between the that are·the cause of tensions on the
officials in the first Bush ad.minis- claims, it·is not so clear-cut that
United States and North Korea. At peninsula.·''There is every reason to
the time, US. military officials were suspect that they will continue with
tration Wrote an influential opin-: North Korea is already a nuclear
greatly concerned about a North · some kind of nuclear development iti
ion article in which they argued weapons power. In earlf{993, the
·
Korean preemptive strike in secret," he predicted. for "deci.Sive action" - a military CIA began circulating an analysis
In
October,
North
Korea
admitresponse to the buildJJ.p, as well as
str.ure against a nuclear repro- that North Korea may have
projections for as many-as 1 million ted it had been conducting a secret
cessing facility designed to con- obtained enough fissile ~aterial
effort to produce enriched uranium
:vert fuel rods in,to w~pons-grade to produce one or two bombs. But,
dead in a full-scale war.
The resulting deal, known as for possible use in nuclear weapons,
material.
even today, that analysis is the
the Agreed Framework, committed prompting the current crisis.
The Clinton administration subject of dispute, with some
· Kanter, an advocate of military
North Korea. to shutter its nuclear
was already contemplating a mili- experts dismissing ' it as little
action in 1994, said he is unsure if he
react~r in exchange for regular fuel
tary buildup in the region. The more than a "back of the enveTAECHON
oil shipments and the construction would propose military action today
Pentagon produced a contingtmcy . lope" calculation. It is based
200-MWgas~
of two light-water nuclear reactors. bec-ause of the administration's
plan for bombing the facilities, largely on the amount of plutonigraphite uranium
concluding that it could take them um that _would be needed for a
But it was concluded ju~t as the assessment that North Korea
reactor;
construction halted
· Republicans took control of alfeady has two weapons. "Given
out quickly without widespread nuclear weapon and how much
Jn1994.
Congress, and the administration the enormous risks a military strike
radiation.
North Korea is estimated t.o have
was immediately forced on the would entail, going from two to six
'Ibday, there is virtually no diverted from its nuclear 'faeiliCouRTESY LATWP
defensive to preserve it. Many con- bombs changes the situation," he
support for military action, even ties.
in an administration that has
"There are people who don't in the North Korean program. servatives attacked it as . merely said. '~ ·a minimum, it's a much
closer call."
enshrined "preemption" as part · agree with that," said David According to former Washington postponing an inevitable crisis..
Testifying before Congress in
of its national security strategy.' Albright, president of the Institute Post reporter Don Oberdorfer, in his
-{LATWP) Washington Post
Indeed, the prospects for a mili- for Science and International . - book ''The Two Koreas,'" Clinton early 1995, Paul Wolfowitz~ now
· tary solution have shrunk even as Security, a research group. He
the administration asserts that said the possibility was 50-50, but
North Korea likely has crossed . that he b~lieves the odds that
the nuclear threshold and already · North Korea has developed its
may possess one or two nuclear nuclear weapons capability has
weapons.
increased over tiriie.
Waterford Lakes
150/o Discount with UCF
'Th some extent, the current
The Clinton administratio:Q.
"A
Full
Service
Florist"
Student or Faculty ID! .
Bush administration is ham- officially acknowledged the CIA
14
YEARS
SERVICING
THE
COMMUNITY
strung in its military options analysis in 1997. But James
because it is consumed with plan- Steinberg, Clinton's deputy
1345 Howell Branch Road 10069 University Blvd.
711 N. Alafaya Trail We service to Alt parts of th·e
ning a possible war against Iraq. national security adviser and now
Winter Park, FL 32789
Orlando, FL 32817
Orlando, FL 32828 c~untry! "Sa~e Day Delivery''
But the administration, in its rhet- vice president at the BrookirigE
Phone 407-629-0050
Phone 407-679-5144
Phone 407-281-7666
Wire service or Delivery available
Fax 407-629-0877
Fax 407-679-6787
. oric and its policy choices, has Institution, said it has not been
Fax 407-281-8005
1-800-393-0051
1-800-827-1 097
also subtly changed the context confirmed that North Korea took
1-866-415-9554
over phone with_major Credit Card
for dealing with North Korea, the plutonium and produced two
(wire and delivery service excludes discount)
Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com ·
mainly by _already anointing weapons. Asserting that North
North Korea as a nuclear power. Korea already has nuclear ,
This has allowed the administra- weapons, and so it is less alarm- ·
tion to keep the focus on Iraq, ing if they produce more, ."is a
which it acknowledges has unre- pretty slippery-slope ·argument,"
alized nuclear ambitions, while he said.
minimizing the immediate threat
An administration official
from North Korea. .
said that, given that the CIA has
The Clinton administration, calculated that North Korea has
in effect, operated on the pre- enough nuclear material for two
sumption that it was unclear weapons, it made little .sense to
whether North Korea had nuclear set a new strategic threshold that
weapons but that the regime was needed to be crossed. ''What does
so unstable and irrational it had the number . have to become
to be kept firmly within the inter- before you say we've crossed a
national system of nuclear non- new line?" he asked.
proliferation. So officials leaped
Robert Einhorn, a top nonat the chance to engage with the proliferation expert in the Clinton
North Korean government and ·administration, said one or two
negotiate a deal · to freeze its bombs give a nation only the abilnuclear program.
ity to suggest it has a doomsday
The Bush administration, by bomb that it could use~ response
contrast, states flatly that North to an attack. "Six or seven is the
Korea has nuclear weapons and beginnings of a military strategy.
appears to play down thepossibil- · You are able to target (U.S.)
ity that it may soon acquire more. allies," he said, as well as have
Indeed, even though North Korea enough material to sell to other
just admitted to secretly qheating · countries.
on its agreement with th~ Clinton
In 1994, the foreign policy
administration, Bush qfficials community operated on the
appear to believe North Koiiea will assumption that North Korea did
act calmly and rationally in the not have nuclear weapons. The
coming months, responding to crisis then was prompted by
international pressure to ·meet · ·North .Korea's refusal to allow
the · terms demanded by the inspections of its facilities ·at
United States for a resumption of Yongbyon, its threat to withdraw
dialogue. · ·
from
the
Nuclear
"Don't pe quite so. breath- Nonproliferation Treaty and then
less," .Secretary of State Colin its decision to withdraw spent fuel
Powell ca~tioned one interviewer rods without detailed internationwho expressed alarm Sunday al inspections.
"Yes, they have a large army and,
Brent Sc0wcroft and Arnold
yes, they have had these couple of Kanter, the former Bush officials
nuclear weapons for many years, who advocated a military strike,
and if they have a few more, they said it was unclear whether North ·
have ::i, few more, and they could Korea had enough plutonium to
have them for many years."
· make nuclear weapons, but that
The administration's hard without action, in six months it
line on negotiations With North would have had enough matefial
Korea,.which it views as a moral- to produce up to eight nuclear
ly bankrupt regime on the verge weapons. "We must not let that
of collapse, has protected it from happen," theywrote..
criticism from the right over what
Preparations for military
some might regard . as a cavalier _action, however, did not progress
Division of SWdent Development and Enrollment Services
dismissal of the nuclear threat. ''If , very far before former President
-Qn~versitv of central·Fl~rida
. (President Bill) Clinton had said Jimmy Carter negotiated a freeze
GLENN KESSLER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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University: •Professor did not steal idea
appropriating his idea.
His concept was considered to have
But Morein, in a quixotic gBsture that potential,value for businesses iii minutely
goes -steeply against the odds, has asked the measuring the internal functions of
highest court in the land to give him a hear- machines, industrial processes arid electron_
ic systems.
ing. ·
His attorney, Faye Riva Cohen, said the
The field of "estiniation theory" is one in
Supreme Court appeal is important even if it ·. · which scientists attempt to calculate what
fails because it raises the issue of whether a they cannot plainly observe, such as the
. university has a right to lay claim to a stu- inside workings of a nuclear plant or a computer.
_
dent's ideas - or intellectual property without compensation.
· Prior to Morein's dismissal, Drexel
''.Any time you are in a Ph.D. program, looked into his complaint against Kalata and
you are a serf, you are a slave," Cohen said. concluded that the associate professor had
Morein "is concerned not only for himself. He done nothing wrong. Kalata, through a unifeels· that what happened to him is pretty versity lawyer, declined to comment.
common."
·
At a nonjury trial before Sylvester in
Drexel's attorney, Neil J. Hamburg, 1999, Morein testified that Kalata in 1990
called Morein's ~ppeal - and his claim that had posed a technical problem for him to
study for his thesis. It related to estimation
his idea was stolen- "pr:eposterous."
"I will eat my shoe if the Supreme-Court theory.
Kalata, who did not appear at the trial,
hears this case," declared Hamburg. 'We're
not even going to file a response. He is a bril- said in a 1998 deposition that a Cherry Hill
liant guy, but his intelligence should be used companyforwhichhewas apaidcon.sultant,
for the advancement of society rather than K-Tron International, had asked him to
develop an alternate estimation method for
pursuing self-destructive litigation."
The litigation began in 1997, when it. The company manufactures bulk material
Morein sued Drexel claiming that a commit- feeders and conveyors used in industrial
tee of professors had duniped him after he processes.
Morein testified that, after much study,
accused his faculty adviser, Paul Kalata, of
FROM PAGE
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he experienced "a flash of inspiratj.on'' and
came up with a novel mathematical concept
to address the problem Kalata had presented.
Without his knowledge, Morein said,
Kalata shared the idea.with K-Tron. ·
K-Tron then applied for a patent, listing
Kalata and Morein as co-inventors.
.- Morein said he agreed "under duress"
to the arrangement, but felt ''locked ~to a

-(KRT) Knight Ridder
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-NEIL J. HAMBURG
Drexel University attorney

Get FREE Legal Servic~s

looking . ·
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Renting
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"He.is a brilliant guy,
but his intelligence · .
should be used .for the
advancement of .·
society rather than .
pursuing self.destructive litigation."

highly disadvantageous situation.'' As a
result, he testified, he became alienated from ·
KRlata.
· As events unfolded, Kalata signed over
his interest in the patent to K-Tron. The company never capitalized on the technology
and eventually allowed the patent to lapse.
No one made any money fr.om it. .
In · 1991, Moreill went to the head of
Drexel's electrical engineering department,
accused Kalata of appropriating his intellec- .
tual property, and asked for a new faculty
adviser.
He didn't get one. Instead, a committee
of four professors, including Kalata, was
formed to oversee Morein's thesis work.
Four years. later, the committee dismissed him, s~ying he had failed to complete
his thesis. · \
Morein ·clAfmed that the committee
intentionally had,undermined him.
Judge Sylvester agreed. In her ruling,
SJflvester wrote: "It is this court's opinion
th~t the defendants were motivated by bad
faith and ill will."
The U.S. Supreme- Court receives 7,000
appeals a year and agrees to hear only about
100 olthem.
·
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Rep. Rangel introduces bill to reinstate draft
Legislation's goal
to increase white,
affluent military
enlistment ·
JODI ENDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

WASHINGTON - Three
decades after the military
draft ended, a small group of
Democratic lawmakers wants
to bring it back. They seek to
spread the risks and burdens
of a possible war with Iraq to
the white, middle- and uppermiddle class men and women
who seldom volunteer to serve
in the armed forces.
A bill introduced Tuesday
by Rep. Charles Rangel of New
York is unlikely to become law
- the Pentagon opposes it but it throws a spotlight on
issues of patriotism, sacrifice
and fairness in an all-volunteer military that in its enlisted ranks is disproportionately
poor and African-American or
Hispanic.
Rangel, a vocal opponent
of war with Iraq, proposes
drafting 18- to 26-year-old men
and women for military duty
or national service. He _would
eliminate the exemptions for
college or graduate school students that allowed many·
white, middle- and upper-middle class men to avoid fighting
an unpopular war in Vietnam
a generation ago.
If
President
Bush
declares war, Rangel said, he
should ensure that Americans
from all walks of life fight in it.
"I truly b~lieve that those
who make the decisions and
those who support the United
States going to war would feel
more readily the pain that's
~involved, the sacrifice that's
involved, if they thought that
the fighting force would
include the affluent and those
who have historically avoided
this great responsibility," said
Rangel, a decorated veteran of
th~ Korean War.
Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld rejected Rangel's
pro_posal out of hand.
"We're not going to reimplement a draft. There is no
need for it at all," Rumsfeld
told reporters.
The current military prepared for war, and a universal
draft would be costly and ineffective because it would
require the military to train
soldiers to serve for very short
periods of time, he said.
"We have people serving
today - God bless 'em because they volunteered.
' They want to be doing what it
is they're doing," Rumsfeld
said. _
Politically, the proposal
also is likely to run into problems in the Republican-controlled Congress.
"I've got some serious
concerns," said Rep, John
McHugh, R..,N.Y., the chairman
. of the House Armed Services
military personnel subcommittee. "This is not a new proposal. It's been debated at various
times since the draft was
placed in inactive status. The
Department of Defense and
the military services commands all oppose th~ idea -a nd

feel that the volunteer service
is working extraordinarily

well on all levels. It's hard to dis- kind."
the draft as a form of public servagree with that."
"I'm opposed to deferment. ice.
But Rangel's proposal rais- We should never repeat that ·
"We've constructed a notion
es anew questions that go to ·the injustice," he said in a telephone of citizenship that is all rights
heart of America's concept of interview. .
and no responsibilities," said
equality. Already, it has created
McGovern said his position Galston. "I don't think that's
strange alliances: Conscientious was a logical way to oppose war. good for the country in the long
"It might cause some of the run."
objectors have sided with the
In the last Congress, accordPentagon while other notable people who think going to war is
Vietnam War foes have joined a good thing to think twice about ing to Rangel, only one member
it if they think their sons or had a child who'd enlisted in the
the call for conscription.
''I'm dead set against us grandsons or nephews would be military, although several lawmakers were parents of officers.
declaring war. on Iraq. But if in it," he said.
Rangel presented Pentagon
we're going to do it, if that's what
But Brian Cross, a director
the country wants, then every- of the Central Committee for statistics showing that African
body should participate on equal Conscientious Objectors, a non- Americans comprise 22 percent
footing," said· former South · profit based in Philadelphia and of enlisted men and women in
Dakota ·
senator
George Oakland, Calif., said renewing the military. They represent less
McGovern, a World War II the draft is "a very bad idea." He than 13 percent of all Americans,
bomber pilot who ran for presi- said the argument posed by according to the 2000 ·U.S.
dent in 1972· on a .Democratic Rangel and McGovern that a . Census.
anti-war platform.
draft could help deter war is akin
The story of African
"That never happened in to "hostage-taking," adding, American Vietnam War fatalities
Vietnam," McGovern said. "It "The young people of America is complicated. Between {961
was always the minorities and don't need to be Charlie Rangel's and 1966, African Americans
comprised about 10 percent of
the poor fighting and dying. If hostage."
we're going to go to war with
William Galston, the direc- U.S. men at arms but accounted
Iraq, a rich Harvard or Stanford tor of the Institute for Philosophy for almost 20 percent of Vietnam
student ought to be as subject to and Public Policy at the · combat fatalities, according to
the draft as a poor kid of, any University of Maryland, praised the Encyclopedia of the Vietnam

.

'

War. Under heavy criticism, the
Army and Marine Corps worked
to reduce black casualties after
1966. By the war's end, African
American
combat
deaths
amounted to about 12 percent,
slightly above their proportion of
the U.S. population.
The Oxford Companion to
American Military History, a
standard war reference, notes
that during the height of U.S.
involvement in Vietnam, between
1965
and
1969,
African
Americans made up 15 percent
of combat fatalities. In that period, they comprised 11 percent of
the U.S. population and 12.6 percent of the soldiers in Vietnam.
The draft, requiring two
years of military service, ended
as American troops pulled out of
Vietnam in 1973, and registration halted two years later.
Former President Jimmy Carter
reinstated registration after the'
Soviet
Union
invaded
Afghanistan in 1980.

-(KRT) Knight Ridder
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While many
students go
off to exotic
locations,
such as
Hawaii,
for spring
break" ·
some
students
choose to
brighten
the lives of
children
diagnosed
with lifethreatening
illnesses at
Boggy Creek
Camp for
Alternative
Spring
Break.

'1t
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·c entral
Florida ·

WWW.DCE.UCF.EDU

ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES & LOCATIONS FOR
TEST PREPARATION · ·

GRE Test Preparation Course
8-week'Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

UCF Research. Pavilion: January 14 - March 4
UCF Brevard: January 14 - March 4
UCF Research Pavilion: January 16 - March 6

GMAT Test Preparation Course
8-week test Review
Course \ $350
.
I-

6 p.m. to 9 p.m .
UCF Research Pavilion: January 13 March 1O
UCF Research Pavilion: January 15 ~ March 5

LSAT Test ~reparation Course
4-week Test Review Course - $299 CoURTESY

6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

LATWP

· UCF Main Campus: ·January 14 - February 4

,

·Making a difference
during spring break
Casados looks forward to
STAFF WR1TER
hearing about what's going on
in her friend's life each month.
"Spring break is a time
Last spring break Annie
Howe didn't party. She didn't most college students spend
bar-hop, didn't go to the b-each thinking only about themand didn't even have tan lines selves and planning which
to show. But Howe, 19, did parties to go to," she s3.id.
have a unique experience that ''.Alternative Spring Break
few other spring breakers did allows you to spend the week
- a chance to brighten the giving something back."
lives of a group of children
This year, students will
diagnosed with life-threaten- have the opportunity to visit
ing illnesses at a camp in five.· locations. In· Tennessee,
student volunteers will work
Eustis, Fla. - It was campfires and with United Cerebral Palsy
crafts that kept this sopho- and construct four wheelmore busy at Boggy Creek chair ramps during the week
Camp during her week off for low-income individuals.
from school and she'll do it all Cerebral Palsy is a disease
over again this spring break.
that cripples victims' motor
Howe is one of many stu- skills and muscle movement,
dents who participated in and often confines them to
UCF's Alternative Spring wheelchairs.
Break. Last year, students visIn Eustis, students like
ited three locations in Howe serve children with
Georgia,
Flo_rida
and chronic diseases, many on
Tennessee to volunteer their ventilated assistance, and
time to help the less fortunate. camp with them for four days.
"I loved the atmosphere," In Augusta, Ga, students will
she said. "Volunteering has vol~nteer their time ·w ith
always been something I have . Habitat for Humanity in its ·
loved to do."
annual Collegiate Challenge.
Howe is no stranger to Started in 1989, Collegiate
volunteering. She has accu- Challenge is one of nation's
mulated about 200 ho_urs of largest year-round alternative
community service just last break programs. More than
year. This year, Howe will 9,000 students JJarticipated
return to the same camp in last year and volunteers will
Eustis to work with seriously spend .the week constructing
ill children. She hopes to see a program in Augusta.
In Atlanta, Ga, students
some of the same children she
worked with last year.
will volunteer with Hands on
"I sent Christmas gifts to Atlanta, a non-profit voluntwo of •the young children I teer organization. Students ·
met at the camp," she said. will spend theweekvolunteer"They aren't old enough to : ing in five different comni.uniwrite letters yet, but they tell ty agencies in Atlanta. In
their older sister what to Miami, Fla., students Win volwrite and she sends them to -- unteer with Hands on Miami
me."
and serve AIDS patients and
Senior Priscilla Casados, '""restore beaches.
21, made the same trip her
-- Interested
students
freshman year and it remains should attend an informationone of her fondest memories al meeting, Thursday at noon
to date. Casados met a girl at in the Pensacola Boardroom
the Boggy Creek Gang Camp in the Student Union or at 5 who she still keeps in contact p.m. in the Libra . Area
with. She befriended the 15- Community Center. Students
year-old girl three years ago may also contact Jeff Novak
and she has watched her grow at (407) 362-5138 about °19dgup and go to college. The two . ing, food and transportation
keep in_touch via e-mail and information.

-Math Review for Standardized Tests (Newl)
6-week Test Review Course - $299~
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Main Campus: January 27 - March 3

KRISTIN DAVIS

*$199 for those enroHed in concurrent test prep classes

To register, visit our web.site at www.dce.ucf.edu
Or~ call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.

Searching -for
JUST THE RIGHT CHURCH?
Come check us out. We have a live
band with relevant music, live theatre
and professional multi-media
presentations, combined with a
powerful message that meets you where
you are .. ~ EACH WEEK!
Then, fallowing our Sunday Morning
Cdebr~tion, come visit the ...

CA-MPUS HOUSE
EACH SUNDAY EVENING
Contact Jimmy Hester, Campus Minister, at_.
(407) 947-9101

'I•

CHRIST,IAN

CHURCH .

Relevant_ • Real • Relational
..

Children's ... Youth ... College ... Adult.Programs · .
Sunday C~lebration at 9: 15 am and 11 :00 <l:m ·
Me_eting at Lawton C·hiles Middle School 2 fi?.iles from UCF

(407) 977-LIFE (5433)
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What's NewsIn Business and Finance

J3ush Outlines Plan
To Boost Economy

I

lI

l

Ij

-1

President Bush unveiled his plan
to ldck-start the sputtering economy.
. .The plan calls for some $600 billion. in tax and spending initiatives-despite worries from econo- ~
mists about widening budget
deficits and complaints from liberals about rewarding the rich. The
plan includes eliminating the tax on
dividends-a gamble on the idea's
mainstream appeal in a country
where more than half the population
now owns stocks-extending unemployment benefits, and speeding up
provisions of the tax-relief package
approved by Congress in 2001, such
as tax-rate reductions and increases
in child-tax credits.
Democrats blasted the plan'·s
high cost and benefits for the well- ·
to-do. They released their own economic plan that focuses almost entirely on shorHerm help for working families and hard-pressed state
governments.
And even some business ana- lysts who praised Mr. Bush's farreaching aims worried that his plan
risked·doing too little to boost the
economy in the short term, while
damaging long-term finances of
states and the federal government.
Some well-established industries
also fretted that the new plan's tax
break on dividends could lure investors away.
- .

OPEC May Boost
Oil Production

I

With war in oil-rich Iraq .looming, Saudi Arabia and several other
· OPEC members are backing a plan
to increase oil output around the
world by as much as two million barrels a day, opening the spigot much
wider than expected. The move comes as a strike in
. Venezuela has crippled· oil production and sent prices higher-and as
the U.S. and other countries have
been quietly trying to stockpile oil in
advance of potential war, with limited success.
The·prospect of a war in Iraq has
sparked f~ars of serious oil shortages. Venezuela's strike alone has
subtracted two million barrels a day
from world markets. Iraq is producing more than two million barrels a
day itself and exports much of it under United Nations supervision. The
U.S. Energy Information Administration predicted last week that
crude"oil inventories for the end of
December would be at their lowest

Precious Seconds
Average cost of a 30-second advertising
spot during the Super Bowl, in millions

1967 '70 . '75 '80 '85 '90 '95 '00'03
Sources: Nielsen Monitor-Plus; Nielsen Media Research

level since 1975.
.
OPEC officials say they could not
make up for the simultaneous loss of
oil production from both Venezuela
and Iraq. The group is now taking
the unusual step of calling on nonOPEC exporters such as· Russia,
. Norway an'd Mexico to produce extra barrels. "There is a realization
that a shortage might take place,"
said a senior OPEC official. "We
don't want that."

PepsiCo Game Plan
Takes on New .Flavor
PepsiCo, having long failed to
create a winner in lemon-lime soft
drinks, is betting it will finally score
dutjng this year's Super Bowl.
The Purchase, N.Y., beverage
marketer intends to use nearly half
of the airtime it has acquired for the
game to promote . Sierra: Mist, a
lemon-lime brand it launched na·tionally last week. Two 30-second
commercials, created by Omnicom
Group's BBDO, will kick off an aggressive national marketing effort.
Walt Disney's ABC ·network will
broadcast the Super Bowl Jan. 26.
The Sierra Mist campaign will
be expensive. ABC says 30 seconds
of commercial tim~ during the game
is selling for an estimated $2.2 million, ajthough big advertisers tend
to pay fess.
PepsiCo is betting the campaign
will transform Sierra Mist into ''a
·major trademark along with Pepsi
and Mountain Dew," says Cie
Nicholson, Pepsi's vice president Qf
flavored soft 'drinks. "We plan to be
day one on the map." No new carbonated-soft-.drink
trademark
launched in the past 30 years has
been a big success, excluding brand
el(tensions such as Diet Coke.
Please turn to Next Page
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American Pie
With vehicles s4ch as the Ohio-made Honda Element SUV (pictured), Japan's
top auto makers are accelerating
·
their shift into the U.S. market.
Japanese auto makers' share of
light-vehicle retail sal_es:

By NORIHIKO SHIROUZU
and TODD ZAUN
he latest sport-utility vehicle to hit the American
market ·is bigger than its
predecessor on the outside, bigger on legroom,
·
bigger in the cargo area
and beefier under the hood.
In short, it's American in every
imaginable way but one: It's the
new-Lexus RX330 SUV, from Toyota Motor Corp.
Making the old RX300 more
American and less Japanese is exactly the point. For Toyota, as well
as Honda Motor Co. and Nissan
Motor Co., what American consumers want is becoming more important than the wishlists of consumers in Japan!s shrinking market.
Vehicles such as the new Lexus
SUV, a hulking, Mississippi-made
pickup truck Nissan plans to
launch later this year, and Honda's
new Ohio-built Element SUV, mark
an important turn in the long-running battle between the auto titans
of Japan and Detroit.
The Japanese are accelerating
their shift away from their home
market, which they see hea'ded for
long-term decline. Flusb with cash
earned largely tn America, Toyota,
Honda and Nissan are boosting in-

Source: Autodata

vestment in new factories, engineering labs and vehicles. They
plan to storm the American carand-truck market with an intensity
that will rival their early-1980s assaults.
Gone are the days when
Japan's top car makers would
tread.lightly in markets such as big
pickups and SUVs for fear of a
trade backlash and tough competition from Detroit. Almost nothing
is sacred anymore, as Nissan executives have shown this week, coming to Detroit's annual auto show
to pocket the "Automobile of the
Year" award from Automobile
maga_zine fpr the new Nissan 350Z
sports.car.
Nissan's large pickup is designed to compete head:on with

..
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Now is the time to consider a gra_
duate education from
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Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - in print and online,
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subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1•800·.975-8602:

Detroit cash cows such as the
Chevy Silverado and Ford's redesigned F-150. Detroit executives
also are bracing for Toyota's rollout of a larger replacement for its
Tundra V-8-powered pickup. Such
moves mean more -competitionand potentially less profit-in a
segment that up -to now has provided a huge chtmk of annual revenue and profits for General Motors Corp., Ford Motor Co. and the
Chrysler unit of DaimlerChrysler
AG.
For the Japanese giants, the
math has become simple. With the
market shrihking back home, even
boosting your share of the pie
might ,not mean higher sales and
profit, notes Norio.Matsumura, a
Please turn to Next Page
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...Hollywood Flops Rain Over Holidays

,,. L

est Star Trek movie, "Star TrekNernesis," and a much-promoted Disney animated movie, "Treasure
Planet." Bruce Snyder, Fox's distribution boss, says he doesn't.have
a theory on why space opera "Solaris" tanked. Of the Robert De
Niro comedy "Analyze That," Dan
Fellman, distribution chief at
Warner Bros. says, "We play to an
up-scale adult audience-and our
reviews were pretty bad."
Truth is, Hollywood mounted
one of its biggt!st and arguably
worst slate of holiday movies in
years, betting on largely unwanted
sequels and lookalikes to do blockbuster biz. In.the fray that resulted,
even a handful of Oscar hopefuls,
like "Gangs of New York," got
buried in the celluloid avalanche.
There were successes: "The
Lord of the Rings" and "Harry Potter," plus MGM's "Die Another

_ ByTOMKlNG

ook what Santa left under
the tree in Tinsel Town this
year.: a pile-up of expensive
Ho1lywood roadkill.
While some industry
cheerleaders are already
crowing about the seven-week holiday season's record $1. 7,6 billion
box-office, those nunibers mask
the fact that many movies released
in November and December either
underperformed ("Analyze That"
took in $28 million, a fraction of the
$107 million of "Analyze This") or
were outright bombs. (Roberto Benig'ni' s "Pinocchio" took in a pitiful
$1.2 million in its opening weekend.)
Christmas movie casualties ·
were numerous and star-studded,
including Fox's "Solaris, ". with
George Clooney, Paramount's lat-

What's News...:.

Day." But it's·no coincidence these
films hit: Tfiey all got better reviews than their predecessors. An.other sequel, "Santa Clause 2,"
scored in part simply because it
was first: Disney opened it_way
back on Nov. 1.
The surprise hit was "Drumline," a. drama about college
marching bands in the South. Fox
had originally planned to open the
feel-good flick in January but instead moved it to the middle of the
holiday period.
"We saw · nothing for the
African-American audience in a
wide release," Fox's Mr. Snyder
says. (Fox's art-house division has
"Antwone Fisher," directed by
Denzel Washington, out in select
cities.) The gamble paid off. Made
for just $20 million, "Drumline"
has grossed more thari $36.8 million to date.

In Business and Finnnce
Continued from Pr<IVious Page .

IBM said it signed a three yea~,
$3:6
billion contract with SanminaMercedes to Revive
SCI under which the contract manufacturer will make servers based on
Dies~l Car for U.S.
Intel Corp. chips for customers .in
To tap into renewed consumer
the U.S., Latin America, Europe and
interest in .fuel efficiency, Daimler- · ·the Middle East. Sanmina will also
Chrysler AG plans to resume selling
make certain laptop computers:
A year ago, IBM announced an
a diesel version of one of its Mercedes-Benz sedans in the U.S.
agreement under which Sanmina
took over IBM's desktop personal ·
The German luxury-auto maker
said it will start selling a diesel ver- · computer making in the U.S. in a $5
billion deal.
sion of its E-Class sedan in the U.S.
in 2004. The turbocharged car, to be .
sold as a 2005 model-year vehicle,
Odds & Ends
will average_34 miles a gallon, an
Factory orders dropped more
improvement of more than 20% from
than expected in November, pulling
the comparable gasoline version,
back from a strong gain the previthe- company said.
ous.month.... UAL Corp., theparent
Diesel-powered cars often get as
of United Airlines, said it intends to
much as 30% better fuel economy
shed 14% of its management and
than gasoline-ppwered . vehicles.
salaried
apiployees by Jan. 19, part
That makes them an increasingly
oflts plan10 lower expenses to meet
attractive technology to auto makthe strict terms of its debtor-in-poslosing market share steadily to forers that are in danger of violating
session finAncing package. United,
eign rivals for years. Despite bilthe U.S. government's fuel-econmeanwhile,
it is cutting oneomy rules becau8e they are selling way businesssaid
lions spent on disco~ts in 2002,
fares
by as much as
Ford and Chrysler continued to• many gas-guzzling autos, particu40%
for
travel
to
and
from
its largest
lose market share, · while GM
larly sport-utility vehicles and
hubs,
Chicago
and
Denver.
needed a 36% increase in Decempickup trucks. The downside of
By Jay Hershey
ber sales to deliver a 0.4-point gain
diesels has been that they emit
in share last year over the year behigher levels of smog-causing pollu- .
How to contact us:
.tants. U.S. limits on those tailpipe
fore.
Campus Edition@wsj.com
Even more ominous for Detroit:
emissions will get tougher in 2004
So far, "the Japanese appear to be
and even more strict ill 2007.
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
more profitable in America than
Detroit. Toyota's pretax profit 113M to Outsource
• Practical advice for becoming
margin is running at 9.4% for the ·
more self-confident during your job
six months ended Sept. 30, comServer Production
search
pared with GM's 3% for the same
IBM Corp., continuing to reduce
• Why discussing your salary with
period. A,nd the weak yen helps
its manufacturing operations, said
co-workers is usually more harmful
Japanese car makers because dolthan
helpful
it
will outsource most of its Intel
lars go a lot farther in buying maserver
making
to
Sanmina-SCI
jor parts back home, where many Corp.
• How to respond to interviewers'
still are made.
·
·questions about your personal life

Japanese Signal j or Tur.i
Continued from Previous Page
Nissan executive vice president.
"We have to look to America-or to
China-the markets with poten( tial," he says.
Toyota is leading the charge.
About 60% of its vehicles sold in the
U.S: are made in North America,
and Toyota is _about to unveil plans
to bUild its sixth plant, probably in
the Southern U.S. The company
will -increase capacity to 1.48 million vehicles this year from 1.25
million in 2002 as it completes expansion of plants in Indiana and
-Ontario.
Toyota's aim is to boost its
share of the American car market
to 15% by 2010 from about 10% today-an ambitious goal in a brutally competitive market where ex-

ecutives are grateful -to gain a
tenth of a point over the course of a
year. As it expands in America and
other overseas markets, it is slowly
scaling back production in Japan.
The company expects to build 3.39
million vehicles in Japan this year,
down 3% from 3.48 million vehicles
in 2002. The company plans to increase overseas production by 15%
.this year to 2.48 million vehicles
from 2.16 million last year.
The auto industry world-wide is
heading into a period of expanded
production-particularly for vehicles aimed at North- Americawhile short-term sales growth in
many major markets other than
China appears to be stagnating.
This is worrisome news for Detroit's Big Three, which have been
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• Change oil with
_Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
•Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required

• Check & fill transmission I transaxel fluid
.•Check·& fill
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check &·fill windshiel9
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as r~quired
• !nflate tires to
proper pressure
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Free Fluid ·Refills
Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer. Ca-sh value 1/100th of a cent. Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. _Off~r valid on most vehicles.
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p..ce again, a political appointment by
-Gov. Jeb Bush has
controversy.
This time, Bush nal_iied the former war-

with spanking children to the point of causing
bruises or welts, in a 1989 essay. Regier also
adv0cated that women not work outside the
.
den of a Florida prison in vvhich a prison home, and rallied against homosexuality and
abortion - all beliefs he has the right to hold, but
inmate lost his life to head the Department of
not the kind of views a man in charge of DCF
Corrections:
should have.
Under the watch of James Crosby Jr. · Like Regier, Crosb' does·not seem to be the
Bush's choice to head the Department of
Corrections __:__ death row inmate Frank Valdes
top choice to head this important department.
Crosby allowed an inmate to die unhaturally.died at the Florida State Prison in June 1999.
Surely, Bush could have found a more qualified
A lengthy investigation into Valdes' s death
and less controversial person to head the
led to the indictments of five prison guards on
Department of Corrections.
murder charges. The guards were acquitted of
Bush either did not take the time to thor•
the charges.
oughly investigate Crosby's past or did not care
Bush could have found someone with a
That Crosby allowed his prison guards to beat a
clean record to head Florida's prison system.
.
prisoner to death.
Crosby's past calls his ability to administer
Also like Regier, Crosby has strong political
73,000-plus ID.mates into question.
A person with no concern for humanity
ties to the Bush family and the Republican Party.
In effect, Bush is rewarding Crosby for his past
should not be in charge of Florida's prison syspolitical support.
tem. Although prisoners gave up many of their
rights when they committed their crimes,
At the least, it can be said that the governor
inmates still deserve protection, particularly from rewards political loyalty. He appointed Orlando
the guards who supervise them.
Mayor Glenda Hood as Florida's next Secretary
Following the ill-advised choice of ultra-conof State- after Hood turned her back on the gay
servative Jerry Regier to head the Department of community that had supported her, to please the
Children and Families last fall, Bush has again
Ref1-ublican Party's leadership.
Bush should consider a candidate's qualifimade a poor and ill-informe4appointment with
Crosby.
·
cations and past record more than his political
Regier's past isn't giowing one either. He
.ties the next time he appoints someone to a position.
once adv~ted that there was nothing wrong
-

stirred

OUR STANCE:

Budget constraints make
politicians Of presidents ,
I

_,

n a perfect world, budget deficits would not
exist, Florida would have more than
·
enough money to fund all its programs and
· universities would choose onJy qualified
educators to serve as their presidents.
Unfortunately, that WOJ'.ld does not exist.
In the real world the st~.te' s universities face
severe budget crises. Worse still, Florida's 11
universities must compete toi\ a limited amount
of money, making it necessary'that university
presidents devote as much attention to raising
money and schmoozing with state government
leaders as they do to pursuing the academic mission of their universities.
· The days of educators working their way up
from professors to chancellors to presi!lents
have all but passed. Although a :majority of university presidents still have roots in the world of
higher education, as these educators retire politicians will almost certainly fill theiqmsitions.
Political connections make the difference
between a well fund® and an under-funded university.
In this ~emic and economic climate, if .
comes as no surprise that as many as three of
the state's new university presidents have political experience. Unfortunately, with little financial
· relief on the horizon, public universities will con-

sider the political connections of their presidents
increasingiy important, perhaps to the point that
a president's political connections will matter
more than his or her educational experience.
Unless the state university system gets a
large influx of cash, to the point where all 11 universities have enough money to meet all their
needs, politjcs will continue to play a large part
of the apportionment process. University presidents will have to sell their respective institutions as the most needy and most deserving of
the state's insufficient funds, and those presidents' ties to legislators and the governor will
determine the amount of their funding.
Furthermore, future presidents at all public
universities will need to be well adept at playing
the political game. They will have to.lmoww!io to
talk to, what to say and how to get money. Their
roles as educatori:; will become far less important
than their roles as fundraisers.
Tu fix the problem, Florida's legislature
.must make the decision to ad~uately fund the
state university system._The l~gislature has to
devote enough money to help the system become
one of the nation's best, so that Florida's 11 public universities can work together and complement each other, rather than compete with one .
another for scarce resources.

"We can try to avoid ,making choices by doing nothing,
but even that is·a decision."
-Gi\RYCOLLINS

Disappointed, yet agatn
I am highly disappointed at UCF yet
again, because of tneir inability to support and
maintain the overcrowded school that it so graciously ·wanted to have. Because of our overcrowded school. I. and a· host of other people
_I'm sure, were unable to log-on to Polaris. to
change my classes and get my schedule. After
an hour of trying, I still am unable to get in
this god-forsaken web site. The error message
that I got when Itried to log on was. 'There are
too many people accessing the Web site at this
time." No surprise there, since there are way too

many· people at this school, and not enough
facilities to handle them. I'd like to thank UCF
for making my life miserable. I'd also to thank
UCF for increasing our President's .salary instead
of getting a 1arger server. paper (for the printers. that I just love naving to pay for, as if
tuition increasing isn't enough), and a computer system that know when and who to disburse
financial aid to.
Once again. thanks UCF.
-

-ERIN M. FlflOS

--5..end your letter

Don't agree with our columnists?
- Our editorials make you mad?
Just_have som_ething you want to
get offyour chest? _

let us . know!
-Send e-mail to:
editor@ucffature.com
,
. Or log, on to: - www.ucffature.com and dick on 'letter to the Editor'
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Today's tainted love
LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER

What kind of woman
·would date a guy for a month
and claim they've found·true
love that will last a lifetime and his inheritance that will
last just as long? She is the
kind of woman that deserves to
be fooled by '3oe Millionaire.'"
'd"oe Millionaire," a new
FOX television show, has chosen 20 women to live in a
chateau in France for a month.
There, they will meet Evan,
who has just inherited $50 million, who will choose one of the
20 women to marry by the end
of the show. However, when he
makes his final choice, the
bachelor will also reveal his
real financial state to his new
bride-- that he is actually a
construction worker making
_$19,000 a year.
Although Evan is considerably attractive, I suspect .a _
month vV:ill hardly be enough
time to make a woman fall so
hard that she won't mind finding out that her Mr. Millionaire
boyfriend will not be able to
lavish her with a life of luxury
that she expected a $50 million
inheritance could buy.
Of course, the woman he
chooses will probably not reject
him on national television when
he reveals his secret - not in

Decoding;speech
codes at universities
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BECKA KULCHAK

I

STAFF WRITER

If you don't have anything

I

l.
!
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matter of weeks to find the best
front of millions of viewers. In
fact, I can predict exactly how
of the bunch to marry her.
any of these women might hanPeople tuned in last time to
dle the situation. _
watch girls sob and cry about
how the lucky bachelor broke
She will struggie to wipe
their heart. Men watched to see
the look of horror off her face
what antics the bachelor could
quickly, as she realizes.her
get away with.
dreams of sWimming in a vault
Women watched to sympaof gold coins was never a ,realithize and rejoice in the end if
ty. Then she'll choke out some
kind of response like, "The
the girl they liked won her true
money doesn't matter," with a
love over.
hoarse voice and her eyebrows
Do people who agree to
raised high. When the cameras
appe:µ- on these shows really
stop recording, she'll leave him think they will find the love of
as quickly as she would have
their life? And do the viewers
dropped $19,000 on an extrava- who follow these shows so
faithfully behave the same way
gant piece of furniture.
.
. I'll feel satisfied knowing
in theµ- own pursuits to find
that a greedy women marrying love?
for money was duped on
·
Is finding love a contest?
national television.
Can people find true love in any
But I'll feel sorry for a
random_group of 20 people? Is
whole audience of viewers who
finding a spouse as easy as a
will be duped into watching this process of elimination?
ridiculous fiasco of demented
Hopefully the appeal for
love scenarios and phony ·
Americans isn't the fact that.
they can relate to these reality
promises as well as all the
other dating shows they've foldating scenarios, but the fact
that they can amuse themlowed in the past.
selves with something that
The same audience will
_ probably tune into another
resembles an escape from realtwisted reality dating show,
ity. It's probably the same per"The Bachelorette," a·spin-off
verse affection that Americans
of the immensely popular show , develop for ~oap operas.
"The Bachelor." Following the
Unfortunately, that is why
same format as "The
networks will continue to
broadcast the not-so-realistic,
Bachelor," the show centers
around one woman dating and
find-the-love-of-your-life-in-aneliminating 15 men within a
hour dating shows.

I

nice to say, don't say it at all,
my mother used to say.
I remember wondering
how long would I.have to live
uttering only nice things to
people even if that's not what I
believed. ·
Fortunately, today I say
things that aren't always nice,
that are sometimes controversial and that others find offensive from time to time. Lucky
for me, the Constitution and
the First Amendment protect
!Ile from people like my mother who insist that "not nice"
views should be kept to ofu.selves.
· But-my mother's opinio)l
is somewhat far-reaching and ~
like her, some still believe that
it is far better to stigmatize
conflict at all costs than to
hear unorthodox views.
Ironically, that rationale is .
taking shape at one of·the
most liberal places in the
world - where unorthodox opinions and freedom of
expression are not only
acceptable, but encouraged.
Harvard Law School is
considering creating a speech
code that will ban offensive
language such as racial, gender or sexually offensive slurs.
The idea came from the Black
·Law Students Association
after racially insulting e-mails
circulated'around campus and
a professor stated that, "felninists, Marxists, and the
~'- blacks\" had contributed n~tli.~

-

The ramifications of enforcing a
speech code are end less, .but
more importantly, it will not_
achieve the racial sensitivity on
campu~ that they hope for.
ing to the theory of tort law.
an il;ldividual should feel that
they are in danger while
The Black Law Student
· Association immediately recattending school. All students
ommended a speech code be
po~s~~s e_qually the right to
enforced to keep racially
receive an education without
offensive language out of
feeling threatened. Verbal and
classrooms and out of
physical harassment are seriHarvard.
ous issues on campus and
racism is something that
But what the Black Law
Student Association fail to
should hav~ died a long time
realize is enforcing speech
ago, especially somewhere as
codes and stifling politically
progressive as Harvard.
incorrect statements are not
'I'he best way to extin.only ineffective, they are
guish racism on campuses like
Constitutionally deplorable. , ·Harvard is to promote di~ersi\
The ramifications of
ty programs to foster sensitivi.ty and understanding. -More
enforcing a speech code are
endless, bu~ more importantly, tharr 1,000 miles away, UCF
has managed to achieve what
it will not achieve the racial
sensitivity on campus that
Harvard can't seem to - prothey hope for. It may extintecting diversity and encourguish racially insensitive
aging free thought simultanestatements in public, but will
01:1sly._
fuel feelings of racism behind
By allowing and protectclosed doors. It will infringe on ing the many sides of an arguFirst Amendment rights, but it ment, freethinking will continue. ·By remembering to mainwill not promote racial understanding on campu&,. It will
tain a level of respect for
every person, offensive viewprevent equal discours.e iri
classrooms and stifle free .
points merely become dissentthinking.
ing ones.
Now if _only Harvard .
With that said, there is no
reason a group of student~ or ·. could get its ~t t!)gether.. ·
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Defensive specialist Marius Boyd helped fill the void at point guard since Al Miller was suspended indefinitely from the team.

UCF hits Atlantic Sun .schedule
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

•;

COUNTING: A-Sun games comprise
'the remainder of ucrs schedule.
Above is a list of home games.

After losing its final non-conference
game of the season Monday, the UCF men's
basketball team dives head first into
Atlantic Sun play beginning Saturday at
Troy State. The Trojans knocked off preseason
South
Division
favorite
Jacksonville, 70-68, in their first league
game of the season.
The .Knights lost Monday to Kansas
State, but beat Florida Atlantic on
Saturday; 80-69, in their first A-Sun game
of the year. The Owls were picked to finish
second in the South behind Jacksonville.
UCF hopes to build on its win over FAU.
'We've got the momentum going for
the conference and hopefully we can keep
it and maintain it throughout the conferPLEASE SEE

Trojans ON 1-9

ADAM SHIVER t CFF

Jun!or college transfer Dexter Lyons has become a fixture in the starting lineup for UC:F.

Knights look·to .put .rough start behind them
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

.·

. All things considered, the season hasn't begun quite the way the
Golden Knights expected. With a
solid returning core and a strong
class of incoming freshmen, UCF's
women's basketball team probably didn't count on a 4-7 start. But
so it has ·.gone this season for
Coach Gail Striegier's squad.

")'.

1 ,

'

"My realistic goal going into
(the season) was to be a little bit
over .500 coming out . of
Christmas," Striegier said. "The
bigger games, the Florida States,
the Floridas, the Georgia Techs
and the Mississippi States, you
always hope you can win one of
those 'cause I think our team is
good enough to play with those.
We weren't able to do that."
Fortunately; what has already

taken place doesn't really matter. . Golden Knights. Jacksonville
Sure, a $trong beginning to the comes in just 2-8, 1-5 at home.
year would have · helped build Despite leading the Atlantic Sun in
mmp.entum, but the true season field goal percentage and threefor UCF begins this week when it point shooting, the Dolphins have
opens up its conference schedlile. struggled to score points," ranked
On Thtirsday the Knights will trav- second-to-last awongst A-Sun
el upstate to take on Jacksonville, teams with a 56.2 point-per-game
then go on to play bitter rival, average.
.
Forward Kat Sungy has
Stetson, on Saturday. .
Both teams have come out of served as a bright spot, averaging
the gate even slower than the 14.1 points per game and leading

the conference in reboundingwith
9.8 per game. Center Kara Donnell
has also gotten off to a strong
start, averaging 10.1 points per
game and 7.3 rebounds. Those two
will make for an interesting
match-up ·against UCF's frontline
of shot-blocker Ali Roberts and
cop.tinually improving Takira
Allen. ·
Pi.EASE SEE

Stetson ON 18
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1).Irnovers, poor ~shooting plague iJCF against ·FSU
"I thought we played good for
about 33. minutes, and the last seven
minutes we just fell apart," UCF
The Golden Knights traveled up women's basketball roach Gail
to TI:illahassee on Sunday for their Striegier said '_'\\e oouldn't ever get it
final non-oonference game of the sea- · on track offensively. Defensively we
son. And just when it seemed they did a pretty gbod·job. Had too many
might grab some momentum before turnovers and too many offensive
·
entering conference play, UCF rebounds."
Achilles' heels flared up again: poor
When- the dust ~ settled
shooting, turnovers and·rebounds. ·- Florida State sent UCF home with a
CHRIS BERNHARDT

7747 loss, the Golden Knights' third

STAFF WRITER

ronsecutive defeat and seventh overall.

·Though it ended up a blowout,
the gmµe was closer than the srore
would mdicate. Fbr the first six minutes of the game the two t.eams wres-:
tlecl_ back and forth, exchanging le.ads
ttrree times. But with the srore tied at
11, the Lady 'Noles went on- an 8-0
run over the next four and half min-

utes and eventually finished the half
up30-21.
· Early in the seoond half FSU
seemed to pull away when Lauren
Bradley ~nverted a three-point play
for a 40-26 advantage. But on three
sucressive three-pointers, the Golden
Knights crept to within 11 points at,
43-32 with 11:07 left. Yet theywould get no closer. The
Lady 'Noles 2utsrored UCF 31-13

down the stretch tor the winning
margin.

"I thought the kids play( .: bard," :
Striegier said, ''but to beat a good
te,am you gut to play 40 minutes, you
can't have turnovers and you gut to
outrebound theni and you gut to execilte." .
The Golden Knights, a _shooting
PLEN?E ~S~E Allen·ON 19 ~·
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Check-out our complete line ~f UCF clothing a.nd gifts. Don't forget to
get your spring books online at www.collegeb<;>ok.com
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Stetso~1, JU.have

early se~son struggles
.~.....

FROM PAGE 16

~

.

PHoTos BY JoE KALEITA / CFF

Point_guard Shayla _Smith has been the most consistent freshman this season.

"They don't really have true
post players," Striegler said.
"They play kids that will hit th~ 12foot, 15-foot shots that are going to
pull our post players outside a little bit and cause some problems
for us that way. I think they're
going to have a hard time matching up .against us because they
don't have the power post players
which we do."
But with apologies to the
Dolphins and all of UCF's other
opponents, Saturday's game
against Stetson has probably been
circled on the Golden Knights' cal-

endars for quite a while. In each of
the past two A-Sun tournaments,
the Hatters have disposed of UCE
Now they are hobbling, just 1-9 on
the year.
Freshman forward Joslyn
Giles has made for a solid addition
on a team that .has otherwise
struggled mightily on both ends of
the floor. She leads the league in
blocks with 1~89 per game to go
along with averages of 12.3 points
and 7.6 boards.
With Stetson struggling,· the
Golden Knights might look at this
as an opportunity to exact some
revenge for seasons past.
''You can forget the~ being_

Join
our tea1
.
(

·11RN UP TD 81.4 Hourly
8200 Sign-on Bonus! ·

\

full Time - Pai~ Trainina
Oiltlloand Bales, Bilin11uil Bales
Bay, llid, Ni11llt Bllitts Available
1:30 · 10pm, 12 - B:30pm

ND EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
la/I Time Benefits:
llolidays, Personal Bays • Campany Matchina 4011
Business casual attire - Paid Vacation .
Rig~t _
around

the corner from UCF

Apply in person 8:3Dam ~ 4:3Dp~ Mon • fri . .
Visit our web site: www.talk.com

Job line ~ 407-313-1381
12001 Science
~
,

'

I

'

Dr~

• Orlando, ·f l 328211
.

EOE/DFWP

-·

The Knights
travel to
Jacksonville
today and to
Stetson-0n
Saturday, both ·
of which are
Atlantic Sun
Conference
games.

down cause whenever the two of
us play it does;g.'t make any difference, both teams are going to play
the best games they can play."
Two wins this week would go ·
a long way to building UCF up for
its remaining schedule, made up
exclusively of conference games.
A big finish in those games will
surely help make UCF's failures
during the non-conference schedule disappear.
"I think willning erases a lot
of things,•• Striegler said. "We
need to continually get ·.better
every single game, every singie
practice. H we continue to do that
we will win those games."
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Kansas State holds offUCF
The Knights (9-5) had to send
Abellard is listed as day-toKSU to the fr~throw line to stop _day with his bad ankle, but the
the clock, stalling ariy opportunity Knights desperately need his
When Ray Abellard injured to cut further into the lead. The , of:(erise for the conference schedhis ankle Saturday against Florida Wlldcats held UCF scoreless the ule. They · travel to Troy, Ala.,
Atlantic, UCF Coach Kirk Speraw final 1:28 of the game.
Saturday to play the Atlantic Sun's
said his senior "tweaked" it. The
After Kansas State hit seven top offense, Troy State. UCF was
injury kept Abellard from practic- 3-pointers in the first half, UCF already lacking depth at the guard
ing Sunday; though ·he did 's tart held them without any in the sec- · position after starting point guard
Monday night at Kansas State. But ond half, but the Knights could Al Miller was suspended indefiUCF's leading scorer only played only convert one.of 11 themselves. nitely.
·
11 ininutes and.went zero for three UCF's defense held Gilson
Monday freshman Troy
from the floor.
De.Jesus, who ranks among the Lindbeck played 34 minutes and
Fbrward Ed Dotson picked up nation's leaders from behi:Ild the scored 10 points. He and defensive
the offensive slack for Abellard, arc, to just two of 11 from three- . stopper Marius Boyd will probably
but with a short bench UCF lost 71- point range.
share point guard responsibilities
59. -After the Wildcats held the
_ Kansas State jumped out to a · if Abella.rd can't play.
Knights without a field goal for 43-33 halftime lead, but UCF couldDotson led UCF with 18 points
almost seven minutes to start the n't make Up the difference, despite and eight rebOU!J.ds. Lindbeck ·a nd
second half, Dotson sparked a · playing much better in the second ju,nior college transfer Dexter
UCF run that cut a 14-point deficit half. The Wildcats only outsc6red Lyons chipped in 10 apiece. Lyons
to fourwith 5:17 left in the game.
UCF 28-26 in the.final 20 minates.
~o grabbed eight boards.
' KRISTY SHON.KA
STAFF WRITER

Allenlead~
FROM PAGE

17

team that has struggled to hit shots

~

.

•

and score points all season, did manage to shoot 55 perrent from beyond
the arc. But they hit just 39 perrent
.from the field and their turnover buga-boo reared its ugly head again, as
UCF gave up.the ball 28 times compared to just 10 by FSU. AISo, the
Golden Knights managed just -eight
assists while the Lady Noles reeled
off 20.
"Our post players had about 13
(turnovers)," Striegier said..''A lot of
them are from three second calls,

--

-

PHOTOS BY foE l<ALEITA I

post players making bad decisions,
tryingto forre passes. You had a oou. ple of them that actually walked
when they caught it."
Fbur players hit double figures
in scoringfor the Lady'Noles, lead by
Ganiyat Adeduntan with 16. Bradley
had 15, 'Tusheika Morris 13 and
Trinetta Moore 12.
·
FbIW3l'd Takira Allen, UCFs
leading scorer, on.re again pared the
Golden Knights with nine points and
eight rebounds. Fellow foIW3l'd Erin
~ also had nine points to go
along with siX reh9unds. Sharpshooting freshman Claudia Johnson

CFF

c

Senior forward Ed Dotson led UCF with .18 points Monday against Kansas State.

Trojans.have Atlantic
Sun's top offense
and Josh Bodden - as point
guard Al Miller has been susence," ·senior forward Ed pended indefinitely from the
Dotson said after the Florida team.
Atlantic win.
The Knights have defied
After twins Joey · and expectations all season. and
Stephen Graham transferred to newcomers Lindbeck, Will
Oklahoma State and the Bakanowsky and Dexter Lyons
Knights only returned five play- have all played well of late. UCF
ers from last year's squad, will need all three to pick up
expectations ~were minimal. some 'Offensive slack if Abellard·
The A-Sun coaches and media is sidelined.
polls both picked the Knights to
· Lyons has averaged 8.75
finish second to last in the points and 8 rebounds in 31.5
South, only ahead of Stetson.
minutes over the past four
But the Knights have used games. He's started the past
a stifling defense to jump,out to two games in place of Miller.
a 9-5 record. UCF leads the A- Lindbeck will probably start in
Sun in scoring defense, allow- place of Abellard if the seni9r
~ just 62.8 points a game. The
can't play Thursday. Lindbeck
Knights only score 68.8 points a played 34 minutes Monday. He
game, compared to 81.2 by the has started once already this
Trojans.
season, in the 66-61 win over
The Knights offense could Tulane
during
the
suffer this weekend though. 'I'hanksgiving break. He scored
Guard Ray Abellard has been 13 points in 24 minutes.
the Knights most consistent
The Knights are now 9-5
source of offense averaging on the year, but the only games
18.9 points a game, but he that matter are A-Sun games,
injured his ankle Saturd~y. The where they stand 1-0. But UCF·
senior started Monday against Coach Kirk Speraw said this
Kansas State, but played only · year's conference teams are
11 minutes.
the best top to bottom he's seen
Senior Ed Dotson, who's in his' 10 years at the school,
second on the team with 13.6 and anything can happen any
points ·a game, picked up his night.
"It's going to be a battle
scoring with 18 points and
freshman Troy Lindbeck every night out, and if you're off
scored 10 points in Abellard's your game just - a little bit,
place. If Abellard can't play you're going to get clipped,"
Thursday, the Knights will be Speraw said. "So you have to be
left with just three returning foc_used and ready every singie
players - Dotson, Marius Boyd night out in our conference.'.'
FROM PAGE

Golden Knights

i

chipped in with eight points. UCF fell
to 4-7 on the season, while FSU went
to 9-3.
All the Golden Knights' remaining gmnes will come against Atlantic
Sun Conferenre opponents, starling
Thursday at Jacksonville. From
there UCF hopes to turn things
around and fulfill all its preseason
expectations.
''The first ·part of the season
was a little bit disappointing to us,"
Striegier said. 'The second part of
the season we expect to go out there
and be able to play with every single
one of these confere~re te,ams."

.
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•· week
Highlights of the
cultural calendar
SHELLEY MARMOR
STAFF WRITER

,.

, Thursday, Jan. 9
Alternative Spring Break
With Spring Break about two months away. .
it's time to start making plans. The Alternative
Spring Break programplaces students in various
communities where they participate in volunteer
work. which relates to issues such as literacy.
poverty, homelessness and the environment Be
a part of the Alternative Spring Break program
and attend the meeting at 5 p.m. -in the Libra
Community Center; call Aaron Oevenger at 407823-6571.

Friday, Jan. 10
Glamour Puss
This one-of-a-kind burlesque, Moulin
Rouge-type party event features everything
from DJ's to drag queens and dancing. Be one of
the first to experience this new .Friday night
event at the Social, located at 54 N. Orange Ave.
The doors open at 9:30 p.m. for this 21-andold.er event and tickets cost $6 for women and
$8 for men; call 407-246-1599.

Saturday, Jan. 11
National Cheerleading
& Dance Competition

Show up to support the ·UCF rjleer~eaders
and dancers at the Universal Cheerleaders
Association's National College Cheerleading and
Dance Championship. This event takes place at.
Disney's Wide World of Sports at 5 p.m.; call Gert
Ga(man at 407- 823-6398.

Sunday, Jan. 12
. Sunday Night Vinyl
·
Come dance at the Independent Bar, located at 70 N. Orange Ave, as DJ Erik Dinneson
spins to retro 80s music at 10 p.m. There is no
cover charge and is for people 18 and up; call
407-839-0457.

Monday, Jan. 13
Art Gallery Exhibit
The newest exhibit. "Alchemy & Magic:
Medieval Imag es for the 21st Century." displays
UCF professor Walter Gaudnek's art works. which
were inspired by ancient scientists; philosophers
and craftsr,nen. Gaudnek's paintings.are suggestive of postmodern German expressionist art.
but on a much larger scale. This exhibit _runs
through Feb. 9; call Janet Kilbride at 407-8233161.
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Web cams ·offer new dimension in e-voyeurism ·
RACHEL ZALL
STAFF WRITER

Junior Eric Harris, 20, sees his friends
and family everyday; even though some of
them are about three-and-a-half hours away
- thanks to hi...s web cam.
Harris first purchased two web cams for
$100 three years ago. He not only uses it for
his web site (http://www.trixdesigns.com),
which gets more than 100 "hits," or visitors, a
week, but for other beneficial reasons as
well.
''Web cams have helped me to keep in
touch with family; friends and even meet new
people," Harris said.
Web cams transmit images online and
-are usually used.among students to see their
friends and family members while they are

Wednesday, Jan. 15
Successful Interviewing Workshop
UCF's Career Resource Center helps students
prepare for_their ent~y into the "real world" 'by
offering this free seminar on how-to have the
best possible interview. The topics covered.
include dressing for success and successfully
negotiating a salary. This informational event
takes place from at 4 p.m. in room 185 of the
Student Resource Center; call 407-832-2361.

Thursday, Jan. 16
"Ceremonies in Dark Old 'Men"
Theatre UCF presents Lonne Elder Ill's play
about a poverty-stricken Harlem family and
their patriarch Parker in his pursuit to get rich
quick and appease his successful. da~ghter.
Adele. This show runs through Feb. 2. Opening
night begins at 7:30 p.m. in the Theatre I
Building; for ticket information call Theatre UCF
at 407-823-1500.
·

a

However, students are not the only ones
using web cams. Colleges started using web
cams five to 10 years ago, according to the
Society for College and University Planning,
and more than 250 colleges use web cams,
including UCF.
Many colleges use web cams to provide
an overview of certain parts of the campus.
UCF, for example, has web cams focused on
five different areas. The cameras show the
inside and outside of the Student Union, the
library; the Recreation and Wellness Center,
the John T. Washington Center and also outside the Reflection Pond and refresh every 10
to 15 seconds for students, staff, parents and
alumni to see.
"Many universities use web cams as a
PLEASE SEE

Web oN 25

Flame andfartune at the P-house
THE ROAD 1£SS·TRAVEllD

Tuesday, Jan. 14
"Open Mic Spoken Word Poetry"
Tod Caviness hosts an evening of.personal
expression at Will's Pub, located aft 1850 N. Mills
Ave: This evening is dedicated to spoken word
poetry. however. all forms of self expression are
· welcome. Admission is free and this event begins
at 11 p.m.; call 407- 898:5070.

talking Online.
·"Nowadays, a web cam is almost like a
telephone to me," ·Harris said. ''.Almost every
messaging program supports the use of live
video conferencing, which is a new, exciting
way to talk to people because it gives you the
ability not only to hear the person, but see
th~m as well."
There are even free web cam sites, such
as Teveo (http://www.teveo.com), which
Harris uses to allow people from around the
world to see his recorded still images or live
video on his web site.
"Web cams have become popular among
students because many people like to at least
see a picture of the person they are talking
to," Harris said. "Web cams give you the
option of taking still picture or even streaming video onto the web."

\
LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

Welcome to the road less traveled: a
weekly trip to anywhere out of the ordinary.
Over the course of this semester, I intend to
prove just ho:w much fun it can be to appreciate the unusual, celebrate the obscure and
find excitement beyond the stifling boredom
of the UCF bar scene.
_ After spending New Year's Eve downtown giving out fake digits and wiping off
slobber from the throng-s of annoying, SW:eaty
drunk guys that were packed like sardines
into the "six-bars-for..twenty-bucks" deal on
Wall Street, I was more than happy to take a
much-needed breather on Jan. 1.
So, llaced up my go-go boots and met
two of my favorite guy friends at one of
Orlando's most eng-a.ging places - The - .

Parliament House - a notoriously fun (if
somewhat seedy) gay club on Orange
Blossom Trail.
This wasn't just any night .a t the PHouse, mind you - it was a Wednesday;
which meant the splendid "Flame and .
Fortune" trivia show would be held at 10 p.m.
I had no idea what the trivia show would
entail, but my friends assured me that it was
fabulous. "It'!? hosted by a drag queen," they
.chirped, remembering my zealous fascination
with divas.
All I knewwas that "Flame and Fortune"
sure seemed more appealing than the other
Wednesday night trivia options: Monday Night
Football Trivia at Wmg Shack; Trivia
· Madness at the Copper Rocket; The Curtis
Earth Trivia Sl;low at the Loaded Hog.
After paying the $5 cover charge, I made
a qUick detour into the ladies' room. An
adorable thirty-something guy was busily urinating - with the stall door Wide open. I nonchalantly studied my nails as I waited for him
to fiilish.
''.Are you waiting to pee, honey?" the guy
exlided drunkenly. "Here, let me prepare the
seat for you." As I watched in amused disbe-lief, the guy carefully put the seat down,
PLEASE SEE

Strippers ON 22

LINNEA BROWN I

CFF

Miss Sammy hosted the Flame and Fortune event New Year

.,,

..

Lowest.Price _uarantee .
.

.

·Find textbooks for less at the UCF Bookstore!*
.

.

. Textbook prices can really add up. -This is why the UCF Bookstore
wants to provide the best value to our students. If another bookstore* .
has textbook for less, we will beat the competitor's price by $1. ..

a

.

UCF ·

Bookstore
Your

On-ca1npus

Store

\
*Does not include internet ··
textbooks sales. The textbook
must be in stock at competitor's
location in orderto·beat by $1.
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Colonial location -,
417.292.1889
1100 I. Colo~ial Brite -CnerPlaza

LINNEA BROWN I

.

CFF

Miss Sammy and·a contestant glam out at the Flame and Fortune trivia game New Year's Day at the Parliament House

Strippers.and·scavenger
hunIB highlight night of fun
20

bursting with more sparkling,
nostalgic stage presence than a
wiped it off, placed two clean
modern-day Lucille Ball.
strips of toilet paper on the
Secretly I in;tmediately decided
seat, washed his hands and
that Miss Sammy was my new
curtseyed deeply. And to think
hero.
that most guys can't even
I watched as the first three
remember to put the seat back
contestants took their places
down, I thought, smiling to
behind glittery, rainbow-flamemyself. I felt like Alice in
painted podiums. Wanzie read
Wonderland.
a succession of witty, naughty
However, back out in the
questions about movies, music
trivia showroom, my friends
and celebrities from behind a
were unimpressed with mY'ri.ew pink, sparkly, question-markbathroom buqdy. ·"He's ol~"
painted podium.
they hissed distastefully, wrinMiss Sammy cleverly
kling their noses. Obviousl ,
sprinkled the speedy tirade
they had higher standards t~ with lighthearted, comical diaI did. (I made a mental note t~
logue. My guy-hungry friends
choose their potential dates
and I spent the entire first
more carefully.)
round drooling over contestant
But back to the show.
number two - a Rollins grad
Any hopeM contestant
student hottie who looked lik~
simply had to enter his (or her) he had just stepped off ·the name before 10 p.m; by droppages of an Abercrombie
ping it in a big ·green hat at the advertisement, which left me to
.front of the stage. A stout, mid- . wondering why I never meet
dle-aged, bespectacled man
straight guys that look that
introduced himself as Wanzie,
good.
one of the show's hosts.
·But I digress.
Dfessed in green doctors'
The most hilarious part of
scrubs, a yellow silk sports
the entire game show was a
coat and Nike sandals with
three-minute scav:enger hunt in
socks, he bore an odd, clashing which contest~ts had to beg
resemblance to Dr. Doolittle
audience members to give up
attending a pajama party.
personal items - down to their
No sooner had Wanzie finunderwear.
ished speaking than Miss
·- The participating audience
Sammy herself sashayed
members each received a free
across the stage in a pink,
drink coupon and needless to
plaid 50s-style dress, lip-syncJ
say, I participated. At the end
ing to a hilarious number
of round three, a well-known
called 'Just being a girl."
Orlando choreographer won
A foolhardy, whimsical
the weekly prize of $100.
drag queen, Miss Sammy was
"That will be me next
FROM PAGE

week," my drunken bathroom
buddy bellowed, determined to
win... one of these days: As my
two friends wandered into the
bar area to catch the end of an
11 p.m. strip show, I eagerly
caught up with Miss Sammy to
gush over her imperial performance charisma.
"Miss Sammy laughed,
explaining that the show's
other host, Doug, had called in
sick two hours before that
night's performance. "I made
up all the questions and
answers myself an hour before
the show," she confided.
Wow, what a fun job. Divas
have it made, I thought.
Meanwhile, at the bar, my
poor friends had been cornered
by an obnoxious "Flame and
Fortune" groupie named
Colleen. "I've been to every single show since the beginning,"
Colleen bragged. "I've been a
contestant four times and wop.
three times. I've seen city commissioners play. .. and my
straight roommate even came
and won. And they always give
away $100 bucks."
My friend looked blankly
past Colleen and focused his
attention on a male 'stripper. "I
just like to watch the strippers
afterward," he trailed off
vaguely. ,
So, maybe some people
are into the whole trivia scene
more than others, but "Flaine
and Fortune" at the Parliament
Hou$e makes for a good time. It
might make you wish you were
a diva.

ST'Ya~~~
IMES1NC.
HAIRDRESSING SALON

-10% Student Discount on cuts
With Valid Student ID

Specializing in:
Cuts from classic to funky
Colors & perms
Foils,·highlights, low ligh·ts
Formal st li~/g
for special occasions
..
·- Relaxers
-"r··
.,facial waxing
Ear piercing
/

·

. -~
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_Rodeo's givesJaste_budS wild ride
DONNA -T. _SCHUMAN

Rodeo's
Where: .

STAFF WRITER

When Danny Lunsford,
owner of Rodeo's Wmgs and Sub .
-Shop,- opened his restaurant in
. - February 2002~ he designed his
menu to specifically serve UCF
students.
.
"I wanted to be able to offer
them a large quantity of food at
ah affordable price," Lunsford ·
said.
The atmosphere at. Rodeo's
1
is laid back and friendly. The
walls are decorated with horseshoes and large rodeo photographs, a theme idea that came
from Lunsford's home state of
Oklahoma.
"In Oklahoma, rodeos are
very prominent," he said.
There .are also writings on
the walls from patrons express1ng their "opinion of Rodeo's.
"The original intent with the
graffiti was to get customer feedback," Lunsford said. "Over time,

7621 University Blvd. in the Uni-Gold
Shopping Plaza in_Winter Park

Hours:

.

10-30 am.·_9:00_p.m. Mon.-lhurs.. ·
mo am. - 2-00 am. Fri.-Sat.
12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Sun.

C.all:

(407) 67}-666()

Delivffy available for extra $2 in

limited areas

people started to add their own
expressions."
·Lunsford's daughter, Tiffany;
greets customers and takes their
order and diners can watch their
food being made in full view of
the open kitchen as well.
The menu offers specialty
subs and wraps, such as the·
Cowboy Club and the Triple
Cheese, and all of the sandwiches are available hot or cold.
Rodeo's also offers wings in a

· variety of flavors such as honey
garlic, teriyaki and BBQ. These
jumbo wings are char-grilled, not
fried, making them a b.ealthy
alternative to fast food. Fbr the light eater, 'Rodeo's -~
offers garden, chef and chicken
salads. The french fries, which
Lunsford seasons with lemon
pepper and parrilesan cheese,
are a favorite with the customers. Dollar drafts are offered
everyday from open to close as
well.
·
All meals are un_der $8 and there are various lunch specials
offered for about $5, making it
affordable for ·most college students to eat there. Yet, the student crowd has still not developed as much as Lunsford had
hoped.
.
"I would love to have more
UCF students come in, but the
word is not getting 9ut there,"
Lunsford added. 'We still have
people coming in that never
knew we were here."

Rodeo's also caters to the
customers by · giving them the
option of eating in the dining
area or taking their food to go.
However, Lunsford would like to
change that.
'We get a lot of carry out
orders," he said '1I would eventually like to go to full service and
get the seats filled."
'
As an incentjve for people to
stay and dine, Lunsford has
equipped' the dining area with a
Play Statiop. 2, a, foosball table
and numerous televisions
throughout the restaurant. On
Saturdays and Sundays, Rodeo's
offers their "Big Game Special,"
which consists of 20 jumbo wings
and a pitcher of beer for $10.
'We try to televise as many
sporting events as possible,"
Lunsford said.
· Rodeo's is currently under
expansion, Lunsford said. .
'We will be adding things to
the menu over time and hope to
open a new location soon."

PERKIN'S RESTAURANT

& BAKERY
11662 UNIVERsm Btvo.
0RlANDO,

R

6AM '11. MIDNIGHI, 1 DAYS A WEEK

ATIJUAHA

~Fl.ATS

• Great TeJC-Mex
•Cold Beer
•Laid Back

Atmosphere!!!
11 Forida Locations
vq., '5-Hfr· .; %-

g·

Classes
startin soon-!

-::§

-m.

7608 ·univer~dty Blvd. .
Corner of Goldenrod and University
(UGf AltEA)

. (407) 673-2456
Cool part-time jobs!
Call for an intsrview.

·'DoverIFY'SFamaus
SUBS
PbllV
.---Buv-one---- --.
Get one- •1 m1a1
Cheesesteall SUbs,S8lll
-~-

GMAT: Classes begin Tuesday,

Jan. 14, 2003

FREE:

... -----C-----·--.
I

GRE: Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 21; 2003

w/purchase of 2 large drinks

• -

-

1
I

I

-~p~s..,1/~/~

I

MCAT: Classes begin Satu~day, Jan.11, 2003'.
_.

~

f

!"

1
1.
·1·

SANDWICH

I

I

w/purchase of large drink
• ._ __ ~p!:s-1/~/~ -

- c.:r •

• -

-

:·s3ee 01111 ·.r
- -·-

•..;. - -

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

PHlllY
CHEESE STUK

1 1 ·

. DAT~: Ciasses begin Tuesday, Feb. 4, 2003• ;)-

1

-·'!F •

FOOT LONG
MEATBAll

:,
· ..

-

~p~~f~I~- _

-

'l

'I
.1 t

c,;: •·

10042.UniVersnv BIVdJ!;i~

ona Mlle west 01 UCF ·
comer or Dean and un11ersnv· , .

OAT:
Classe.s begin Tuesday·
, Feb. 4, 2003 -.
.
.
'

~

;

.

.

~

..

401~&19-2448
,.

Call .or- vis~t us . ()nl~ne today to enroll.

KAPLAN
· 1-- . ~a: o· o ~- KA
c,

•. .

II vou advenise, ·
thev will come. -.
And eat, eat, eat.

.

-·

. !: ·

p.' Es T

· kaptest.cOm

•Test names are registered trademal1<s of their respective owners.
-

'

Coll 407-447 ~4555
for more information
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Removal's cons·· fail to
sway unhappily tattooed
}OE HOLLEM.AN
CONTRIBUTil'l'G WRITER

Getting a tattoo removed is a pure case of
"good news/bad news."

actually pushed deeper inside the body so the
body can cleanse it out easier," Goldstein.said
The standard description of fp.e pain level
is that the treated area will feel like it has been
. repeatedly snapped ·by a small rubber band
Patients usually take the pamk:iller before the
treatment and then .may use numbing cream
afterward. The treated area will scab or b~r,
.much like a burn would. ·
Does any of this scare off customers?
Goldstein said some prospective customers
decide to live with the tattoo.
. "But about 95 percent don't even blink at
my little speech,'1 he said. "They just want it
off."
·

That's how Dr. William Goldstein
describes tattoo removal to prospective
patients during an initi5tl consultation.
"The good news is 'Yes, we can get the tattoo ·out and the area will be totally normal or
very close to normal,' " said Goldstein, director
of the Vein and Skin C~e Institute in
Chesterfield, Mo.
''Then, I tell them that the bad news will
take about-15 minutes."
The short form of that conversation is this:
Tattoo removal will take a longtime, it will cost
a lot of mon~y and it will.hurt. So much for the
soft-sell approach.
Basically, a professionally drawn tattoo
will take about 18 months to two years to
remove, will cost about $3,000 and will reqllire
.the use of numbing cream and over-file-counter painkillers before and after a treatment.
Fbr this averagB tattoo - the size of tlie
palm of a hand or smaller - a patient will see
Goldstein about eve:ry month to six weeks. If
the tattoo contains colors other than the basic
black, blue and red inks - such as greens,
oranges and purples - it oould· take l~mger
than two years.
The process works like this: A laser
machine shoots out a small beam of light aimed .
at the tattoo, or more accurately, the ink molecules. If the tattoo iS red, a green beam is used
because red absorbs green. The absorption
creates heat, which breaks up the ink mole.cules. This allows the body's white blood cells
to actually eat away at the ink.
''The tattoo is not really erased off. It's

-(KRn Stlouis Post-DiSfXdlh

CrosswordACROSS

1 French cleric
5 Isaac's mother

10 Island east of
Java
14 Actor Julia
15 Crockett's last
stand
16 PC operator
17 Shade providers
18 Peggy Lee hit
19 Hockey setting
20 Llama cousin
22. Printer's
measures
23 Young guys
24 Conjunctions
26 Hero shop ·
28 Bloodsucking
bugs
·
33 Household
37 Get out of line
38 Puts in peril ·
40 Evening in
Roma
41 Fiery crime
42 Former Turkish
leaders
43 Sweet white
wines
45 Nitrogen
compound
46 Goes in
47 Teapot events?
49 Rod's partner?
51 Palindromic
sibling
52 Baez or Rivers
55
and tuck
57 Tranquil
62 Stew pot
63 Slacken
155 High cards
66 Listen to
67 Device for lifting
68 Boutique
'
· 69 Meddlesome
70 Luges
71 Yankee Doodle's
mount
DOWN
1 Length times
width
2 Dancing gala
3 Nudge
4 "Born Free"
lioness
5 Serengeti

SPECIAL TO

01/08/08

© 200~ Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights re!erved.

adventure, ·

6 Pub potable
7 Speak with wild
abandon

8 Polish prose
9 Rider
10 City on San .
Francisco Bay

See solutions~ ·

11 East of the Urals

12 Advance ·
13 ·Peeves

page 25

21

d'etat
25 Austere
27 Dykstra of
baseball
28 Billiards·stroke
29 Vast expanse
30 Pompous gait
31 In fours
32 Beginning
34 Sponsorship
35 Cary or Hugh
36 Sibilant letters
39 Apothecary units
41 Stocks of
weapons
44 Before, before
45 Church part

48 Tightwads

50 Published
slander

52 Knighted Elton
53 Bread spread
54 Woe is me!
56 Lay asphalt

Just.· books!
We specialize in used college textbooks
To place an order visit our site
or give.us a call at
1-800-691 ~8288

'W\VW.BlJ"NCHESOFBOOKS.COM
;
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Koppel
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model

61 Catch sight of
64 Kennedy or

CFF

No lines
No hassles

-

58 Coarse file
59 Reverberate
60 Compact Dodge

~

\
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Hollywood Web cam popularity rises among students
Briefs
FROM PAGE 20

Osbourne raffle
leads to hassle_
HOLLYWOOD - Diamonds
may be forever, but possession
could prove fleeting. Beverly
Hills police were summoned to
investigate after a dispute
arose over who gets to keep a
necklace awarded in a raffle at
a New Year's Eve party hosted
by the Osbournes.
A female agent from the talent agency ICM says she won
the necklace fair and square,
but Sharon Osbourne, wife of
rocker Ozzy Osbourne, maintains in a police report that the
raffle was strictly for invited
guests and that the agent was
not invited.
The dispute arose following
the Osbournes' bash at the
Beverly Hills Hotel. According
to a Beverly Hills Police
Department report filed by the
Osbournes, the Osbournes
asked her to return the Asprey
diamond necklace - which the
police report puts at $42,000
although news reports nowestimate it at $15,000.
The agent, who has not
been identified by the police
because she is not a suspect at
this time, denies any wrongdoing. "ICM categorically denies
the false and reckless charges
made by Sharon_Osbourne,"
according to a statement
released 'by the agency. "The
~nt in question was the guest
of a close friend of the
Osbourne family and won raffle
tickets for the necklace in a fair
manner and without any inappropriate conduct." _
Police are investigating and
will soon determine if the case
should be sent to the district
attorney.

way of showing the greater
Internet public the beauty and
vibrancy of the campus," Joel
Hartman, the vice provost for
Information Technologies and
Resources at UCF, said.
These web cams cost about
$350 per camera, in addition to
the networking and installation
cost, and are not used for security purposes.
"UCF's main web cam page
receives more than 4,000 visits a
month," Hartman said. "It is one
- of the top 20 most visited pages
on the main web site."
Junior Blake Stephens, 20,
decided to get a web cam his senior year in high school. He paid a
total of only $35 for the server
it's running on, the RAM, HD's
and camera. He now has two
sites he uses his web cam for,
(http://www.TheResourceFork.co
m and http://www.DaoLAN.com).
Since setting up a counter on his
web site last year to record how
many hits he gets a day,

Stephens has had 92,650 hits to
date and on average, six new
people Visit his site a day.
"It seemed like a neat thing
to do," Stephens said. "My web
cam records almost every part of
my room that I live in all day. It's
on even while I sleep."
Stephens' web cam even
benefits his friends as well.
"Before all my friends call
my house, they can check my
web cam to see if I'm actually at
home," Stephens s~id. .''And
when I am talking online to people, they can watch my actual
reactions to their sent messages."
For junior Isabella Harkins,
21, it was one of her friends that
introduced her to a web cam two
years ago.
"My friend was always
online talking to her friends and
could see them wherever they
were talking to her from,"
Harkins said. "I thought it was a
great idea since I have family up
north and it would be a great
way to keep in contact with them

"My web cam
records almost
every part of my
room that I live
in all day. It's on
even when I
sleep."

-BIAKE STEPHENS
Junior

and my friends back home."
Harkins mainly uses her
web cam to show her family and
friends her apartment in
Orlando and allows them to see
her and her friends in Orlando
as well. Harkins added that she
also uses her web cam to create
crazy music videos for fun.

"I think web cams have
become pretty popular among
students over the past couple of
years," Harkins said. "Along
with instant messenger, students
love keeping in contact with
friends and family in a number of
new ways, as well as possibly
meeting new people over the
internet by seeing them on the
cam."
Krystal Walters, 23, a fifth
year second degree student,
agreed.
"I think web cams are a
great invention for some people," Walters said. "People in
the military, overseas, people
stationed far away, long-distance
couples and businesses can benefit greatly from them."
Although Walters finds web
cams somewhat popular among
studei;its, she does not plan on
getting one of her own.
"I don't need a web cam,
instant messages work just fine
for me," Walters said. "Besides,
I'm the type of person who'd
probably forget to turn it off."

Just can't keep a
shopper down
HOLLYWOOD - Barely a
month after she was sentenced
in a Beverly Hills courtroom to
three years' probation and 480
hours of community service,
Winona Ryder is shopping
again.
The actress was spotted
Saturday at the Prada boutique
on Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills.
Like a kid in a candy store, she
plucked merchandise from the
Italian label's resort collection
off practically every shelf including an $850 rosette-print
nylon tote and a $750 red canvas purse with flower appliques
- while a saleswoman stood
by.
Ryder, dressed casually in
flip-flops, a long gray skirt and
a black cloche hat, was overheard saying, "I like almost
everything'' to her loaded-down
Prada escort.
Looks like she'll be starting
out the year on the right foot, in
a Prada stiletto she paid for.
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SOUTHWEST STUDENT
·.Irr SERVICES CORPORATION®
L

Loans serviced by:
InTuition, Inc.
P.O. Box 533 77
Jacksonville, FL 32201-3377
t9ll free: (888) 228-5931

lassifieds

·_ Thursday January 9, 2003

· '" oassifi~tions ,
100 HEU WAN'lED
200 FOR SALE
250 Al!l'OMOTIYB
300 FOR &NI'
325 HOMES
350 ROOMMATES
400 SBRYICBS

Office Tei~hone Hours

450 llErAIL
500 ON CAMPvs
550 EJ!ENrs
600 6.REEK LIFE
700 Mrsc
750 TRAVEL
800 llEu6ION

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Offi~ Ad~re.ss
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

uo\¥ to Pli(e'a-1 Ac(% ""''7~

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
>£~
No exp. necessary. ·
(~i;\ Earn up to $150-$450 a day
'"'·"•
·...,...
1-800-814-0277 x 907
~!
.
."~

-~ales people needed to sell roses
~n :08, Cowboys, The Why'Not, · :·
~°'a'nd more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a.
h1fce smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$t0-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
eaj1 Roses by Renee 407-681-3612
~.~

~,f¢pare mailings in your spare time.
~:..:Weekly paychecks! Range: To
.$938/week possible. For complete
.: -.~details, easy online signup see
::w\ivw.studentpay.com immediately.

Interested in Modelii:ig?
Visit
wwW.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looldng for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107
UCF student looking to babysit
child(reri) of any age every day of the
week. Flexible schedule. Reliable,
exp., ret. available.
· alves_natalia@hotmail.com.
-------------

1

Dream Vacation, Inc. is now hiring
PT/FT customer service reps.
· Excellent commissions. No exp. nee.
Flexible schedule. 2 min. from UCF.
Call 407-380-8772 •

Qwn your own business for under
•.:~.$200. Free local training and
assistance. Great fundraiser opp
fo(1Ji.lubs/sororities/fraternities or pay
fot;tuition. Work as team or individ.
Call 321.217.5301 and visit
~ ;, www.kcole.grocerybiz.net
l.·t"

aJ'~asio~al t5at>ysitter ~eeded fo~
3 and 1 yr old. About once a month,
for 2-3 weekday mornings, 6:30 9:00 AM. In my Oviedo home. Get
kids ready, drive them to childcare
provider's house. $20/ day. Also
need occasional evening sitting.
Call Beth 407-977-7634.
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
Enterprise Rent a Car. Sign on bonus.
Internships in careers. Locations all
over Central Florida. Contact Chrissy
at (407) 924-6975 or
CStile2000@yahoo.com.

Earn

s1,ooo - s2,ooo'

for your student Group
in jud i hours!
Col lege fundraising made Simple Safe ancf Free.

Multiple fundraising options available. No
. carwashes. No raffles. Just success! Fundraising
dates are filling quickly. Get with t~e programs
that work!

t}6!!!1pus
888-923-3238 • www.campusfundraiset.com

Babysitter Needed (with experience)
for one weekend night per week (Fri
or Sat night) as well as Thursday
mornings. Children are 2 & 6 mos.
Not far from UCF. Call Christy @
407-673-7858 day or night.

Female Models Wanted: 18-25
Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to 5'10".
For lingerie photo & video portfoliodemo's. 407-898-7900.

Web Assistant

"Attractive, thin females who smoke
·needed for national telephone interview.
Selected callers earn $50. Leave name
& number, your call will be returned
ASAP. 1-888-355-0322 Toll Free"
Cafe by UCF is hiring servers for the best
job in town! Must be friendly and hard
working w/ a great attitude! Call after 2pm
for Kathy or Camille 407-514-6999
Responsible and Dependable Person
with flexible schedule needed for office
work. Good phone voice, energetic
personality, and car a must! Sales and
computer skills a plus. Please call Kim @
407-273-7111
PIT Doggy daycare position. Must
love dogs. Vet/Kettle exp. a plus.
www.dogdayafternoon.net.
Call 407-628-3844.

New Year! New Job!
$14.00 Base/APPi.

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary of
... Citigroup, is l~king to hire ~-5 _
- students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin'@ 1-866-208-3263.
BARTENDERS NEEDED!!
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $300/Day!!
1-866-291-1884 xU971
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150-$450/Day!!
Call now for immediate exposure
1-800-814-0277 x971

Mommy's Helper Needed!!
Experience with children needed.
I am very flexible, PT. I can work
around your school hours.
Good pay! Call 407-238-4722

Ell

FOR SALE

BED ~,Queen pillow-top~et. Name brand
·w/ warrantY. NEW in plastic. Sacrifice
. ..$220.
Can deliver. .......
407-383-0585.
'-·
· BED .- A full size set, new, still in plastic
w/warr. Sell $175. 407-383-0585.
· MATTRESS SEl' ~·A queen set,

Looking for a great way to use
your musical ability? River Run
Christian Church is a
contemporary artists kind of
church. We are looking for all :
types of musicians, especially
lead guitarists. If you are
interested, contact Mitch Todd,
Pastor of Arts at (407) 977-5433.

'Rive~un.

• PT/FT

Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• Customer Service/ Sales
~·

(401) 862-8186
~www.y.rorkforstudents.com

::=:13:::t:~
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FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF js looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:

• 24 supervised training sessions
• · MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125
,
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Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

Call Today
407-823-5163

92 Nissan Sentra XE. Manual.
Well kept. New AC compressor,
brakes and tires. $1500/0BO.
407-351-4069><231.
FIREBIRD
1996 V-6, 5 speed manual, AC,
Pioneer CD/radio, great cofldition,
well-maintained. $4750.
Call 407-365-1688.

...
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FOR RENT

t~
CAMPUS REPS needed for new
·. · Waterford Lakes house. 2bed/2bath.
energy drink. Feb through April.
($500) Outgoing w/ marketing savvy. . ·' 2 car garage. Storage shed. All new
Send letter of intro plus resume to '·,. appliances. Lawn care. Community
·
pool & tennis. $995/mnth.
mvangilder1 @myc.rr.com.
Call 407-758-6599.

Female Model Search

for digital photo company.
~ ··:" [.lreamweaver, Acces:s-~perience. ~ • ;
. - -~
407-240-4954
.

..-

-

Seeking Photogenic & attractive
females for online Calendar site .
No experience or nudity required.
Earn$ now. Not' you, tell a friend
For info, call 9-7pm 407-694-6740

;f,?
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ml AUTOMOTIVE

Admin. Assistant
Admin. assistant for nice dntn.
real estate office PT 12hrs./wk, flex.
schedule, energetic with computer
skills, $1 O/hr, start immed.
Fax resume to 407-447-5551.

Mommy's helper/babysitter. Kind,
caring, dependable and must love
working with children. $6-7/hr. Every
Wed. A.M. + other days.
Ref. a must. Call 407-249-1086.

"F~..'

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

407-447-4555 • classijieds@VCTfuture.com

[I HELP WANTED m!J HELP WANTED m!J HELP WANTED
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9',- $12/hr are available for friendly,
ol:itgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM1PM positions available at upscale
hOfels in the Downtown Orlando and
~pisney areas. Call 40l-841-7275 ·
MQil-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

-

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

"orthopedi~/plush, . ~nused in plastic.

·

Sell'$21.o'. Can deliver.
407-383-0585.

ml AUTOMOTIVE
!!!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop rates! .
1987 BMW 325e 6 cyl. Auto. 2 door.
Exe. cond. Runs great. A/C, Power
windows/doors. Sunroof. $2900/obo.
Call 407-582-9891 .
!!!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop rates!

. " · Room for Rent in 3bd/2ba House in
··· Waterford Lakes. Quiet Neigh, W/D,
· furnished, and ethernet. $350/month
'+ 1/3 util. Call Scott at (407)399-6962.
Minutes from UCF. 2100 sq ft
3bed/2bath home plus den, lr/dr,
large family room, screened porch,
fenced yard, 2 car garage. All
appliances, lawn service incl, no
pets. $1550/mnth. 407-230-1116.
LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
2 available. $475/mo + util call
407.243.3760 or 407-681-9289

Metrowest Area.
Large room avail. in 4/2. Mature, Quiet
Female pref. Furnished/Unfurnished .
No pets. $450/mnth. All util. Incl.
Call DJ at 321-662-1165.

2 bed 2 bath Avail. Now.
In Wimbledon - Michigan & 436
New carpet, paint & appliances.
Pool, weight room, tennis courts.
$750 month. 407-888-9898
Apartment for rent close to UCF.
Great price.
Call 407-673-4401.
S~rious female student to rent
1 bedroom. New 3/2 home close to
UCF/Research Park. Bedroom can
be furnished if needed. W/D, cable,
local phone, sec. system incl.
$450/mnth incl. util.
Call (407) 277-2927 or (904) 504-1454.

Room avail. in 2 bed/2bath full
furn. apt. across from UCF. All util.
and transportation to UCF incl.
Short term lease.
$545 mnth/neg. Call 321-863-3666.
3/2/2C Conway home. All new
appliances. $1150/mnth. 1st and last
security dep. requ. Great location.
Please call 407-970-9711.
N/S Female Student needed fo
sublease ASAP @ Jeff Commons.
Master bed and bath in 3/3. Only
$500/mo inclu Alarm, util, cable,
high speed. 407-384-3088
2bl2b Villa, master bedroom for
students, Winter Park/Casselberry area,
must see to appr, alarm sys, cable, w/d
unit, pool, sauna, trail around lake,
walking distance to Baily's Gym, 10
mins from Whole Foods, $500/mth
including util. 407-375-7520
ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400 INCL.
ALL UTIL. FURNISHED WITH BED.
HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER,
POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN TV.
ACCESS TO POOL AND .
VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES
ONLY. CALL PAUL 407-468-3161.

2 IssuesJl week):
$9perwk
8 Issues (4 weeks):
$8perwk
24 Issues {12 weeks): $7perwk
Bolding:
$1 per wk
large Headline:
$1 per wk
Charges ~tecl above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

II1IlJ

FOR RENT

Room avail. for Male in Northgate
Lakes across from UCF. 3/2 fully
furnished. Reduced to $400/mnth. incl.
util. for sublease through 8/1/03. $200
security. Call 386-672-9872 or e-mail
Easterbl@flcourts.org.
Available Immediately, $100 discount
per month, no fees, walk to UCF!
Knights Krossing I Pegasus Landing
Call 305-509-1370 today!
Feel free to call collect!
Female wanted . 1/2 mile from UCF.
3bed/3bath apt. Walk-in closet, big
living room, kitchen, balcony, W/D.
$450/mnth inc..-:. all util. Avail. immed.
· Call 407-810-8847.
House for Rent Alafaya Woods - 3/2 double garage
$1350 per/mo (inclu W/D) 1st, Sec.
Deposit + Last Month. Roommate
situation ok. Call 321-229-6726.
Townhouse for rent.
Foxhunt Lane, 2 miles from UCF.
2bed/2bath. Rent
$600-$700/mnth. (neg.) Avail. now.
Companion animals welcome.
Call '407-281-7822 or 321-331-1859.
RENT A FURNISHED BEDROOM $295!!!
Only a Mile from UCF. Home i$ Fully
Furnished. Females only please.
Call Tiffany at 407-273-9045.

Short Term Lease
Roommate needed to take over lease
at Village @ Alafaya Club. Avail ASAP
and until Aug only. Move in any vacant
room in complex, your choice. Rent
$485/mo, util inclu. UCF shuttle.
Call 407-310-0105
APT FOR RENT - 2/2 $650/mo includes
water, garbage, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance to UGF.
Pets OK. Call Rachel
407 -781-3402.
Room in beautiful home, secluded,
quiet, car port, kitchen privileges,
$300/mo. Security $100. Quiet
for study, 5 mins from UCF.
407-673-0715 or 407-948-2649.

Room Available in House!!
Located in UCF area. F, non-smoker.
Room in a 4B/2.5B house, W/D,
own phone line. Private, quiet
neighborhood. $450/mnth •
Contact Jill @ (407) 657-7134

Im

HOMES

Dover Estates. 4848 Cedar
Bay Street. 3/2/2C pool home.
Completely remodeled. Move-in ready.
Privacy fenced. $141.5K.
Call 407-970-9711.

Unfurnished room, new home,
12 min from UCF. $450 incl. all util.
+ garage priv. N/S, no drugs or pets.
I'm a healthy HIV+ straight male,
homeowner, prof, neat. Reply to
GrayMatter2000@aol.com or
407-658-5825 evenings.
Private room avail. in
2bed/1.5 bath Townhouse.
Close to UCF. All appl./water incl. Ne
smoking/drinking please. $300/mnth +
1/2 util. 407-582-9891
Private bed and bath avail.
in 3/2 home. Close to UCF. All util.
incl. $450/mnth. Quiet,
responsible roommate please.
Call 407-9n-1051.

I)
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RETAIL

Room for Rent in 4/2 House 3 mi from
UCF. Only $315/mo + 1/4 util =about
$420 per month. all amenities + high .
speed net included. Room is 11 x11
with closet. 321-243-7170
One roommate wanted to share
3bed/2bath 1500_sq. ft. house. 1.5
miles from UCF. Nicely furnished.
Must see. $425/mnth + 1/2 util.
Call Joel at 407-671~3892. ·
ROOMMATE REFERALS • Florida's
oldest/largest rmt. service. All areas,
all prices, all screened: Call Susie
at 407-581-2267 or email
roommatesfl@aol.com.
"Let us find your ideal roommate"

INCEN9E • CANDLES
9TICKERS • INDIAN TAPE9TRIE9

AND MUCH, MUCH MOREi
HOURQ:

TUES - SAT 10-6
Roommate Wanted. M/F. Share 413
house on lake in Winter Park with 3 UCF
students. Amenities incl. high speed
internet, digital cable, W/D, boat dock
& hot tub. $300/m + 1/4 util.
Call Mark 407-230-8747.

~ SERVICES
Perform Better! School,
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.cqm or 407 851 0945

Tutor
Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
marshgator1 @earthlink.net

5814 MAKOMA PRIVE
ORLANDO
(off Oak Ridge Rd)

-VJS(-·ial·
mil
407.850.5911

TRAVEL

Florida's ONLY 4 Day, 5 Night
SPRING BREAK packages. Student
Express #1 p_
arties in Cancun with
. exclusive appearances by DJ
SKRIBBLE and SHAGGY!! Spring
Break on another level! Reliable Air
and Hotel. From $439! ·
www.studentexpress.com or
800-787-3787 for details.

rioSE WEIGHT°1
NOWI
0111 Diane tar a

FREE S81nPll

Book Earlv tor Best Selection!

481-349-3485

Discount Coupons up to $250
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica &
Bahamas packages with air. Our staff's 18th Spring Break
. 1-800-328-7513
www.:hotspringbreaks.com

HOT SPRING BREAKS

L-

~
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Herbalife Independent
Distributor.
~

All American Personnel
(407)445-2222
Executive Placement (no fees!)
Register w/ our agency, call today
PROFESSIONAL RESUME ...
SERVICES
lmmigraci6n, Visas
Traducciones, Notarios
!Se Habla Espanol!

Actors/Musicians
UCF Students Receive 20% Off
Headshots for comp cards. Call Mack
Photography at 407-539-7032 to
make an appointment.
Fr.ont Row Seats/Complimentary
Backstage Passes. Any Concert/Any
City. Call (321) 276-8811 .
.
(24 Hours).

Online Filing
Do Your Taxes Online @
www.absolutetaxes.com for a
minimal fee of $9.9S for 1040EZ
and $14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!

~ ON CAMPUS
UCF PHI BETA LAMBDA is recruiting
for the Spring semester! We are the
premier organization for business &
leadership. Meeting at 6pm on ·
1/14 in Wired Cafe. Email
DontMessWthTheS@aol.com for info
Overeaters-Anonymous. If you have
problems with eating & food issues,
please Join us any Mon. at 5-6 pm in
the UCF Student Union. For more
Info., call the Campus Wellness
Center at 407-823-5841.

HONEYMOON SPECIALIST
Local full-service travel agency with exp.
in honeymoon planning. Great deals
and ideas for every budget. Call
American Travel Consultants at
(407) 679_
-6655.
· #1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida. Best Parties, Best Hotels,
Best Prices! Group Discounts, Group·
organizers travel free! Space is
limited! Hurry up & Book Now!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssammertours.com
ACT NOW! Last Chance to guarantee
the best Spring Break Prices to all
destinations. Reps Needed .. ." Travel
free, Earn $$$. Group discounts for
6+. www.leisuretours.com.
1-800-838-8203.
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RELIGION

UNIVERSITY CARILLON
United Methodist Church
1600 East McCulloch Road
Oviedo, Florida 32765
Phone: 407-359-2112
Web Site: www.ucumc.net ·

Company ExecutiVes will 6e in tne' Stoderit

Union Building Jan. 6 - 10th during the
following times.
Reaching Up to Christ ·
and Out to Each Other

Worship Services

i!I!J

Misc.

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. ·Local
Positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 602

Saturday 6:00 PM
Sunday 8:15, 9:30 & 11 :00 PM

UCF Wesley College Ministry
Meets Tuesday Nights at 7PM
www.ucfwesley.org or
407-359-2112, x160

TUESDAY and THURSDAY from 9am - 2pni.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY
from 9am - 3pm.
.

WSYNC

.

.

.

Casti.ng· Cal-I
for 15 Minutes .Contest
Wed. 1/8 University of Central Florida Student Union 11 am-4pm
Fri. 1/10 Church Street ?pm-midnight
·Sat. 1/11 Florida Mall Parking· Lot noon-5pm

· What are you willing to_do
·for a little fame?
· Let our camera crew capture your most outrageous trick or
craziest antic on film. The·strangest talent will win a trip to
New York City and a $500 shopping spree at the NY Re~ctiqn store.
Not to mention bragging rights.
'-·

20°/ooff ·
. . at the Reaction store for-everyone who participates.

MAXIM
BlENbEii .

For more information visit reactiononline/15minutes.com
or visit our new _Reaction store at the Florida Mall.
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